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Message from the President

UROP is a signature program of this University. Its success is best 

measured by some very impressive figures. This program has 

benefited over 250 undergraduates to date. It has the support of 90 

of our top researchers who take on the additional responsibility of 

mentoring students in the research process. This year alone, over 30 

of our graduates have received offers of scholarship from the world’s 

leading universities, including Yale, Stanford and UCLA. Many have 

been admitted directly into their Ph.D. programs. 

This program is an outgrowth of our internationally regarded 

strength in academic research. Undergraduates enjoy a taste of 

hands-on research, access to cutting-edge facilities, and the chance 

to work alongside top researchers. They witness knowledge in 

creation. This is a learning experience that is normally open only to 

postgraduates. I recommend it highly to any academically ambitious 

student. There is no better way to see that knowledge is not static, 

and that there is much wisdom in the HKUST credo of “learning by 

doing”. 

Tony F Chan 
President 

HKUST
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Message from the Dean of 
Undergraduate Education 

The progress of mankind is a history of explorations, adventures and 

discoveries. We came out of the cave, climbed up the mountain, 

conquered the oceans, flew to the sky and our space-shuttle has 

launched into the universe.

Exactly 400 years ago, Galileo discovered the four largest moons of 

Jupiter, now known as the Galilean moons, orbiting around the 

planet. His observation changed the world. In Galileo’s times, he 

observed and experimented. Today, we do research - search for 

knowledge and conduct systematic investigation on established 

facts.

Five years ago, HKUST began the Undergraduate Research Oppor-

tunities Program (UROP) to provide our bright and curious 

students the uncommon opportunity to actively engage in academic 

research at undergraduate level and help them develop a broad and 

insightful perspective of their areas of interest. We aspire to nurture 

and produce high quality graduates well-prepared to follow the 

spirit of our adventurous predecessors embarking on a journey that 

may change the course of history.

Hundreds of UROPers immersed themselves in various tailor made 

research projects in the past years. This publication chronicles the 

extraordinary voyage of some of our UROPers and proudly presents 

an introduction to their research projects.

We applaud their dedication and hard work and we celebrate their 

achievements. We watch fervently our next generation of researchers 

striding to accomplish what has not been accomplished. 

Kar Yan Tam 
Dean of Undergraduate Education 

HKUST
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Message from the Program 
Director of UROP

My affiliation with the program started with the role of a “passive” 

recipient of the broadcasting news, through an “active” project 

supervisor every summer, to a “fully-engaged” housekeeper of the 

program in 2010. Since its launching in 2005, the UROP has 

undergone different stages of development and expansion. Seeing 

the program grow and take shape is an incredibly rewarding 

experience to me. This collection of program proceedings harvests 

the hard work of many supervisor-student dyads and showcase what 

is possible in a hot steamy summer in the beautiful campus of 

HKUST. 

Our program has continuously benefited from the contribution of 

top-notch researchers in the university. During the summer of 2009, 

we successfully recruited 88 supervisors (commanding 146 projects), 

faculty members drawn from all 4 schools. It is to their credit that 

our program continues to thrive. In exchange, students help faculty 

as junior research partners, further gaining invaluable experience. 

In parallel fashion, our program is energized by its diverse student 

body. During the summer of 2009, 260 students, coming from 18 

departments (including Interdisciplinary Programs Office), 

successfully enrolled in our program. These students form a group 

of mutually supportive members, both academically and socially. 

Indeed, students and faculty supervisors create an effective 

partnership that further enriches the learning experience of all who 

join the program.

Please explore these proceedings and our website to see how the 

UROP program can be a challenging and intellectually stimulating 

experience for you.

Michelle Yik 
Program Director, UROP

HKUST
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Presentation of Mr Armin and Mrs Lillian Kitchell 
Undergraduate Research Award 2010 (Photos) 

With the generous support from Mr Armin and Mrs Lillian Kitchell, the Mr Armin and Mrs Lillian 

Kitchell Undergraduate Research Award was established in 2009 to honor the outstanding performance 

of UROP students and to encourage more student participation. Candidates for the Award were 

nominated by their UROP supervisors, and finalists were invited to present their research to the UROP 

Advisory Board. Six award recipients were selected (1 Winner, 2 First Runner-Ups and 3 Second 

Runner-Ups) and they received the Award at the Presentation Ceremony held at HKUST on 10 May 2010.
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Roles of Cdk5 in Transcriptional Regulation during 
Neuronal Apoptosis

 Student: WONG Ho Wai / BICH

 Advisor: IP Nancy Y. / BICH

Neuronal apoptosis has been shown to be related to neurodegenerative diseases, with  aberrant re-entry 

into the cell cycle being one of the possible causes. While the signaling pathway responsible for the 

transcriptional reactivation of cell cycle proteins is still unclear, recent studies have shed light on this area 

by showing the possible role played by epigenetic regulation of chromatin structure. For example, histone 

acetyltransferase acts as a transcriptional co-activator by adding the acetyl group to histones, while histone 

deacetylase (HDAC) acts as a transcriptional repressor by catalyzing the removal of acetyl group from 

histones. Interestingly, neuronal apoptosis has been found to be triggered by the inhibition of HDAC, 

suggesting increased transcriptional activity due to the aberrant up-regulation of histone acetylation 

could be the culprit. 

Since cyclin-dependent kinase 5 (Cdk5) and its activator – p35 – have been found to regulate HDAC 

activity, this project’s objective is to elucidate the relationship between Cdk5, the activators of Cdk5 and 

the integral components of HDAC. The study employs primary cultures of cerebellar granule neurons 

(CGNs) and serum/potassium deprivation to induce apoptosis. Both characterization and manipulation 

of this apoptosis system are required to achieve the goal.

The feasibility of the system is ensured by comparing the morphological changes between the 

death-induced cultures and controls, as well as via western blot analysis of cell death marker cleaved 

caspase 3. Histone acetylation and cyclin expression patterns (cyclin D1 and E) are also examined. 

Acetylation of histone H3 shows a moderate increase while slight rises in expressions of cyclin D1 and E 

are observed, implying re-entry into the cell cycle for death-induced CGNs. Regarding manipulation, 

roscovitine (ROS), an inhibitor for Cdk1, 2 and 5, is used to obtain preliminary data on the effect of Cdk5 

inhibition. The addition of ROS delays cell death and minimizes the effect of serum/potassium 

deprivation on histone H3 acetylation. The system is thus shown to be a plausible model to study neuronal 

apoptosis and will be employed in further investigations.

Study of DNA Replication in Human Cells

 Student: CHAN Ka Fai / BICH

 Advisor: LIANG Chun / BICH

Many research projects have been done on replication initiation in different organisms, and a mechanism 

which controls this process proposed – the replicon model. According to the model, a positive interaction 

occurs between an initiator protein and a specific sequence of DNA, called the replicator, to start the process 

at the replication origin. In yeast, for example, the initiator protein is the origin recognition complex (ORC) 

which binds the specific DNA sequence – the autonomous replicating sequence (ARS). In humans, the 
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initiator proteins are more or less the same as in yeast. However, replicators do not share a common 

sequence element. This project investigates replication origins in humans. Various techniques are used, 

enabling further investigation of how chromatin structure or other factors influence binding of initiators as 

there is no consensus sequence on which they can bind.

DNA Replication-Initiation Proteins in Budding 
Yeast

 Student: CHUNG Siu Wong / BICH

 Advisor: LIANG Chun / BICH

Cloning is a highly useful technique in biochemistry, allowing the production of yeast strains which 

express different types of mutated or tagged proteins. Cloning also involves several kinds of lab 

techniques, such as PCR, DNA recombination and transformation.

Yeast transformation is commonly used in the lab. The process involves inserting plasmids into yeast cells. 

The plasmids are usually extracted from E. coli and modified using a recombination technique that 

integrates a vector with genes or DNA fragments of interest. Transformation of yeast enables the function 

of certain genes to be studied and provides a selective marker for yeast strains.

Prior to yeast transformation, vectors and the DNA fragments of interest need to be prepared. The 

common vectors used in the lab are pGADT7 AD and pGBKT7.

Characterization of DNA Replication-Initiation Proteins 
in Budding Yeast

 Student: PEI Langhuan / BICH

 Advisor: LIANG Chun / BICH

DNA replication in eukaryotic cells is highly regulated by various kinds of proteins which are tightly 

related to different periods of the cell cycle. Characterization of particular proteins involved in this process 

and the interactions of the different proteins involved are essential to determine the mechanism of 

chromosome replication in eukaryotic cells. Budding yeast provides an ideal model for eukaryotic cells. 

The yeast two-hybrid system is one way to study the interaction of two distinct proteins, with the aid of 

techniques such as yeast transformation and co-immunoprecipitation, and temperature-sensitive yeast. 

By discovering the interactions of different proteins, the DNA replication mechanism, corresponding 

functions of each particular protein of interest and the entire regulation process can be further 

understood.

2
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Study of DNA Replication in Budding Yeast and Human 
Cells

 Student: WANG Yuan / BICH

 Advisor: LIANG Chun / BICH

The pre-replication complex is composed of many protein components, including the origin replication 

complex (ORC), Cdc6, Cdt1 and Mcm2-7. The formation of the complex is tightly regulated. CDK 

prevents re-replication while geminin and chromatin also play a role in regulation. The transition to 

replication can be achieved by Mcml0, Cdc45p, Dpd11, sld and DNA polymerase.  Kinases such as DDK 

and CDK control this transition.

Characterization of DNA Replication-Initiation Proteins 
in Budding Yeast

 Student: YI Wei / BICH

 Advisor: LIANG Chun / BICH

Cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs) play key roles in regulating the cell cycle as well as cell division. In the 

past few decades, studies have provided evidence that activation of CDKs oscillates though cell cycles, with 

some reaching a high landmark during mitosis. The unequal separation of chromosomes in cell division 

leads to troublesome consequences. Thus, cells have complicated mechanisms to prevent these errors. 

Cdc14 is a significant gene involved in controlling the exit from cytokinesis and mitosis. It is generally 

believed that Cdcl4 functions through two pathways. First, it dephosphorylates many substrates which 

lead to the inactivation of Cdk families. Second, it reverses the phosphorylations mediated by  CDKs. 

Although several substrates of Cdcl4 have been discovered, such as Clb2, and Swi5, the number of known 

CDK substrates is much larger. Cdcl4-1 mutant normally lives at a certain temperature (25ºC), cannot 

grow in non-permissive temperatures (37ºC), and has some defects for dephosphorylation, which makes 

it a good strain for screening Cdcl4 substrates.

Characterization of DNA Replication-Initiation Proteins 
in Budding Yeast

 Student: ZHANG Chuchu / BICH

 Advisor: LIANG Chun / BICH

The eukaryotic DNA replication process has been extensively studied in the model organism 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae. It is now known that DNA replication involves the sequential association of 

initiator proteins with origins: pre-replication complex (pre-RC), which includes the origin recognition 
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complex (ORC), minichromosome maintenance (MCM) proteins, Cdc6p, Cdt1p; pre-initiation complex 

(pre-IC), which includes MCM, ORC, Mcml0p; and replisome progression complex (RPC), which 

includes Cdc45p, Mcml0p, GINS and MCM. Previous studies mainly focus on an individual complex, but 

the interactions between complexes are unclear. This project systematically studies the interactions 

between each of these replication proteins using yeast two-hybrid assay. An interaction map of these 

proteins is constructed to facilitate future studies on the DNA replication process. The study also 

discovers many protein self-interactions and creates a new model for the molecular architecture of 

replication origins.

Molecular Characterization of a Novel Mammalian Cell 
Cycle Regulator 

 Student: CHEN Xiao / BICH

 Advisor: POON Randy Y. C. / BICH

In this study, I first knock down endogenous MAD2L1BP in HeLa cells with siRNA to examine the effect 

of MAD2L1BP downregulation on mammalian mitosis. Two siRNAs with different sequences are used to 

eliminate the non-specific effect of siRNA knockdown.  The cells are either mock-treated, transfected with 

siRNA #1 only, siRNA #2 only, or #1 and #2 together.

FACS analysis shows that, with 70% endogenous MAD2L1BP downregulated, there is no observable 

difference in the cell-cycle profile in HtTA1 cell populations. A live-cell imaging system is then used to 

further study the effect of MAD2L1BP knockdown.

I also compare the cell fates of mock control and MAD2L1BP downregulated cells. Many more cell deaths 

are observed in cells with MAD2L1BP knockdown than in mock control cells, reducing the percentage of 

viable cells from around 90% to 70%.

Investigating Dynamic Cytoskeletal Organization and 
Regulation

 Student: LAW Wai Kit / BICH

 Advisor: QI Robert / BICH

Microtubules are one of the components of the cytoskeleton. They serve as structural components within 

cells and are involved in many cellular processes including mitosis, cytokinesis, and vesicular transport. 

Microtubules are polymers of α- and β-tubulin dimers.  The tubulin dimers polymerize end to end in 

protofilaments.  Microtubules are nucleated and organized by microtubule organizing centers (MTOCs), 

such as centrioles and basal bodies. In centrosome, microtubule nucleation and organization require 

γ-tubulin, a protein that exists in a macromoleuclar complex called the γ-tubulin ring complex (γ

TuRC). During mitosis, these complexes accumulate at the centrosome to support spindle formation. 
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γ-tubulin complexes may be involved not only in microtubule nucleation, but also in regulating 

microtubule dynamics which depend on the expression of γ-tubulin complex proteins.  γ-tubulin exists 

in two forms, encoded by two different genes.  γ-tubulin is found in complexes with additional proteins, 

termed γ-tubulin complex proteins (GCPs). There are several types of GCPs. γ-tubulin small complex 

(γ-TuSC) is composed of two molecules of γ-tubulin associated with one molecule each of GCP2 and 

GCP3. γ-tubulin ring complex is composed of multiple copies of γ-TuSC proteins and several 

additional proteins, including GCP4, GCP5 and GCP6. The aim of this project is to find out how these 

GCPs regulate microtubule dynamics and discover the location of these GCPs on the entire γ-tubulin 

complex.

Investigating Dynamic Cytoskeletal Organization and 
Regulation

 Student: PAN Yuan / BICH

 Advisor: QI Robert / BICH

70 kDa heat shock proteins (Hsp70s) are a family of proteins that are ubiquitously expressed during 

normal growth and development in all living organisms; and are a potent factor in protein folding and 

protecting cells from stress. The proteins encoded by genes of the Hsp70 family are divided into 

heat-inducible and constitutively expressed members. The latter are called heat shock cognate protein 70 

(Hsc70). Unlike canonical heat shock proteins, Hsc70 is constitutively expressed and performs functions 

related to normal cellular processes.  For example, Hsc70 can function as an ATPase in the disassembly of 

clathrin-coated vesicles during transport of membrane components through the cell.

To detect Hsc70 in Xenopus extracts, a specific antibody against Hsc70 is needed. The project aims to 

produce, extract and examine the antibody against Hsc70 raised in rabbits.

Investigating Dynamic Cytoskeletal Organization and 
Regulation

 Student: PENG Qing / BIOL

 Advisor : QI Robert / BICH

CDK5RAP2 is a protein localized at the centrosome and microtubule tips.  Previous studies have 

suggested that this protein is required for γ-tubulin tethering to the centrosome, and that its interaction 

with EB1 stabilizes the entire microtubule network.  On the other hand, disruption of CDK5RAP2 aborts 

the distinctive microtubule array and, clinically, leads to microcephaly, a genetic disorder exemplified by 

abnormal neuronal cell development.  This project attempts to advance knowledge of this crucial protein 

by addressing two questions. 1. How does CDK5RAP2 find its way in the pericentriolar matrix? There is 

evidence that CDK5RAP2 is transported on microtubules by binding to dynein intermediate chain (DIC), 

but exactly which region on CDK5RAP2 is responsible? 2. Which part of CDK5RAP2 binds to EB1? 
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Investigating Dynamic Cytoskeletal Organization and 
Regulation

 Student: YANG Zhou / BIOL

 Advisor: QI Robert / BICH

This study seeks to reveal the subcellular localization of the TMCC protein in the livers of rats and mice 

by subcellular fractionation; and to study the characteristic expression pattern of the HIAP I promoter 

region during the cell cycle of HeLa cells by using cell synchronization techniques. I also investigate the 

effect of overexpression of the TTLL conserved domain on the microtubule patterns in HeLa cells. The 

study of the expression pattern of the HIAP I promoter region and the TTLL conserved domain is now 

complete. Investigation into the protein TMCC continues next semester.

The Effect of Pu.1 and/or Runx1 Mutation on Zebrafish 
Primitive Hematopoiesis

 Student: SHI Yuqian / BICH

 Advisor: WEN Zilong / BICH

All vertebrates, from fish to mammals, share a similar process of hematopoiesis which generates erythroid, 

myeloid and lymphoid cells to maintain blood circulation and the immune system. This conservative 

hematopoiesis system consists of two waves: the primitive hematopoietic wave at the early stage of embryo 

development; and the definitive hematopoietic wave, which is initiated later. Both waves of hematopoiesis 

are precisely induced and regulated by a set of transcription factors. Pu.l (also called SFPL 1) and Runx1 

(also called AML 1) are two such factors controlling the hematopoiesis process. 

This research concentrates on Pu.1 and/or Runx1 factors based on zebrafish that harbor point mutation. 

To evaluate the individual and cooperative effects of these two mutants and dissect the relationship 

between the two, fish that were heterozygous for both genes were intercrossed to generate newborns with 

different genotypes. These fish were picked at different stages through in situ hybridization, and their early 

myeloid cells labeled and compared between different mutants. In current experiments, the main focus is 

on granulocyte as it can easily be detected by probes and dye.
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Making Recombinant DNA Constructs - mEGFP-PICK1 
and mEGFP-ICA69

 Student: CHUNG Ching Ho / BICH

 Advisor: XIA Jun / BICH

In neurons, PICK1 and ICA69 are two proteins involved in regulation of AMPA receptor trafficking. The 

PICK1 homodimer can associate with GluR2 subunits by its PDZ domain and bring them to the 

postsynaptic membrane, while ICA69 can form heterodimer with PICK1 and thus retain a GluR2 subunit 

in the dendritic shaft. By making mEGFP tagged proteins for PICK1 and ICA69, it is possible to visualize 

these two proteins in cells to observe where they localize or whether they co-localize with other proteins 

(with other fluorescent tags) such as GluR2 subunits. In addition, with the mEGFP antibody, 

co-immunoprecipitation can be carried out to discover if other proteins interact with PICK1 and ICA69.

EYFP-ICA69 and EYFP-PICK1 constructs are already available in the lab. However, EYFP may form weak 

dimer which can affect the functional properties of EYFP tagged protein by dimerization. This project 

therefore seeks to make mEGFP fused proteins and an mEGFP C3 construct.

Characterization of Myosin-X Coiled-coil 
Region

 Student: HU Zicheng / BICH

 Advisor: ZHANG Mingjie / BICH

Dimerization of myosins is required for their processive movement along actin filaments. Dimerization of 

most classes of myosin has already been observed in experiments. For example, myosin II dimerizes 

through its coiled-coil region, and myosin VI has been observed to dimerize through its c-terminal cargo 

binding region. However, little is known about the dimerization mechanism of myosin X. Although it 

contains a predicted coiled-coil region, its dimerization has not been proved experimentally. 

Furthermore, the highly charged nature and pattern of charges in its proximal 36 residues appear 

incompatible with coiled-coil formation.  As a result, controversy still exists as to whether or not myosin 

X can dimerize and whether or not myosin X dimerizes through its coiled-coil region.

This study shows that the myosin X predicted coiled coil truly forms a dimer and that the dimer is 

stabilized by charge-charge interactions. The project is now in the process of trying to map out the 

smelliest region necessary for dimerization.
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Myosin X Neck Region is a Dimerized Coiled 
Coil

 Student: PENG Yi / BICH

 Advisor: ZHANG Mingjie / BICH

Coiled coil is a structural motif in which alpha-helices are coiled together and favorably form dimers or 

trimers. However, it has been reported that the predicted coiled coil of myosin X forms a stable single 

alpha-helix (SAH) domain and is mostly monomeric at physiological protein concentration. Knight et al 

suggest that the predicted coiled coil of myosin X forms a novel elongated structure in which the proximal 

region is a SAH domain and the distal region has an unknown extended structure. However, the 

secondary structure of the neck region of myosin X is still under debate. This research project sets out to 

demonstrate that the neck region is dimerized in a coiled-coil manner, though it is shorter than the typical 

coiled coils seen in the well-studied myosin V. 

Structure and Functions of Neuronal Signaling 
Proteins

 Student: SU Wenji / BICH

 Advisor: ZHANG Mingjie / BICH

CaMKI1 (Ca2+/Calmodulin- dependent protein kinase II) is a Ser/Thr-protein kinase.  It has four 

isoforms in mammalian cells: α, β, γ, and δ. CaMKIIα and CaMKIIβ are the two major isoforms 

expressed in the postsynaptic density (PSD) in brains. In hippocampal neurons, the activities of alpha and 

beta isoforms are inversely regulated: alpha/beta ratio switches to alpha when neuronal activity increases 

and vice versa. CaMKII is a holoenzyme, which is a calcium/calmodulin-activated protein kinase. CaMKII 

contains three domains: the Ser/Thr Kinase domain, regulatory region and association domain. The 

purpose of this project is to analyze the interaction between CaMKII and liprin, as well as the function of 

the interaction.

Study of the Body Size of C. Elegans Using Genetic 
Methods

 Student: SONG Yixuan / BIOL

 Advisor: CHOW King L. / BIOL

The wild type lon-2 gene encodes the LON-2 protein of 508 amino acids, which negatively regulates a 

BMP-like signaling pathway that controls body length in C. elegans. LON-2 is a conserved member of the 

glypican family of heparin sulfate proteoglycans with several members known to regulate growth-factor 
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signaling in many organisms. Experiments have shown that LON-2 protein binds to BMP2 directly in 

vitro, and a lon-2 (e2140) with point mutation produces a protein with diminished interaction, while the 

lon-2 (e678) deletion allele widely used has no documented molecular lesion.  To ascertain if the deletion 

region is inside the coding region or in the promoter, this project successfully locates and documents an 8 

kb deletion in the lon-2 locus, which is helpful for further characterization of the structure and function 

relationship of the LON-2 protein.  

In parallel, in order to monitor the effect of this lon-2-BMP pathway’s effect on body growth, a cye-1 

promoter transcriptional reporter was generated. The reporter was constructed by PCR amplification of 

the cye-1 genomic DNA and subcloned into the gfp reporter. The experiment is now in progress. Once the 

reporter is generated, it will be injected into animals to generate a transgenic line revealing cye-1 activity.  

The reporter will be a useful reagent for the readout of the lon-2/BMP pathway signaling event that 

controls body size. 

Design of Genetic Circuits and Application by Integrating 
Synthetic Biology Tools

 Students: WONG Chun Hung / BICH

   WONG Pui Shan / CBPE

 Advisor: CHOW King L. / BIOL

Bacillus sphaericus binary toxin contains BinA and BinB polypeptides. It is a common toxin that can be 

used as a reagent, or pesticide, to control agricultural insect pests because the products exhibit high 

larvicidal activity on insect larvae. In this project, we work on a protocol to kill the fruit fly, Drosophila, 

by induced expression of the binary toxin in yeast. 

Maximum toxicity is produced when both BinA and BinB are present at an equal molar ratio. Therefore, 

they should be expressed in similar amounts as two separate polypeptides to increase the soluble 

concentration. A glutathione S-transferase (GST) tag was also added to these proteins for improved 

solubility.  

The BinA and BinB DNA fragments, supplied by our collaborator, were inserted into an expression 

vector, pESC-HIS, which has a constitutively active bidirectional promoter to drive the expression of these 

polypeptide products. When sufficient protein is made in yeast cells, the cells ingested by the insect serve 

as a toxic killing agent. The toxin production level can be tested by SDS-PAGE, and toxin activity can be 

tested by feeding the cell to Drosophila. GST-BinA and GST-BinB genes were first successfully amplified 

by polymerase chain reaction from the plasmid. Ligation of these genes to the expression vector pSEC-HIS 

is partially finished.  

At the same time, E. coli BL21(DE3), containing plasmids pGEX-binA and pGEX-binB and confirmed by 

restriction analysis, were used to express toxins to show effective production of these proteins and the 

toxicity of the binary toxin. The toxin level inside E. coli was evaluated by SDS-PAGE and found to be very 

low. Toxin activity was tested by feeding the E. coli to Drosophila larvae. Complicated by fly culture 

conditions, a toxin activity test with animals was initiated but not completed by the end of the project. 
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Bacterial Population Dynamics During Degradation of 
Copepod Fecal Pellets

 Students: JIN Xiwan / BIOL

   YUNG Wai Yi / BIOL

 Advisor: LIU Hongbin / BIOL

 Co-advisor: JING Hongmei / BIOL

This project studies bacterial population dynamics during the degradation of copepod fecal pellets using 

denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE). Fecal pellet degradation in both bacteria-free and 

bacteria-containing seawaters resulted in increased bacterial diversity in the seawater and decreased 

diversity in the fecal pellets. Fresh fecal pellets were dominated by α- , γ-Proteobacteria and 

Cyanobacteria, and were very different from the bacterial composition in the natural seawater, in which 

α-Proteobacteria predominated. When incubated in bacteria-free seawater, the composition of 

free-living bacteria, which was supposed originated from the release from fecal pellets, became more 

similar to those in the natural seawater rather than fecal pellet bacterial components with degradation 

time, indicating that the main player in the fecal decomposition process was bacteria from surrounding 

seawater, or those originated from seawater but included (but not digested) in the fecal pellets, or those 

attached to the surface of the fecal pellets. On the other hand, fecal pellet-specific components, 

γ-Proteo-Vibrio and α-Proteo-Sulfitobacterale, were unreleased to the surrounding water throughout 

the degradation. Furthermore, γ-Proteo-Mythylophaga and α-Proteo-Sphingomonadales, undetected 

from fresh fecal pellet and natural seawater, developed during degradation, indicating their potential 

function in fecal pellet degradation. Overall, this study demonstrates the succession of bacterial 

assemblages throughout the degradation process of copepod fecal pellets.

Diel Patterns of Synechococcus in Coastal Waters near 
HKUST

 Student: ZHU Feng / BIOL

 Advisor: LIU Hongbin / BIOL

 

Synechococcus is one of most important components of phytoplankton and widespread in temperate to 

tropical oceans. Synechococcus abundance shows seasonal and diel variations, with Synechococcus diel 

patterns providing important information on its life cycle and trophic interaction within the microbial 

food web. Previous studies of Synechococcus seasonal variation in Hong Kong coastal waters measured by 

flow cytometry (FCM) show high abundance in summer and low abundance in other seasons. This study 

therefore measures Synechococcus diel patterns by FCM in summer to find out its diel growth pattern. 

Samples were taken every two hours in the coastal waters near HKUST and diel variations in 

Synechococcus cell size, cell abundance, FL1 (DNA content), FL2 (phycoerythrin content), FL3 

(chlorophyll content) measured. Based on the high daily cell abundance increase and multiple cell 

division periods within 24 hours, it is evident that the summer peak of Synechococcus in Port Shelter is 

mainly due to high Synechococcus growth in summer. At the same time, we used FCM to measure 

bacteria and picophytoplankton diel patterns at our sampling site to find out further background on the 

diel variations of different components of the marine microbial community.  



A Study of the Signaling Events and Molecular 
Mechanisms Regulating and Driving Peristaltic 
Constrictions in Fertilized Eggs of Barnacles 

 Student: CHUI Wai Yan / MBMS

 Advisor: MILLER Andrew L. / BIOL

 Co-advisor: LAU Stanley C. K. / BIOL

This project seeks to work out the signaling mechanisms regulating and driving the peristaltic constriction 

ring movement in fertilized barnacle eggs and to characterize the constriction process, using acorn 

barnacle Balanus amphitrite as the model organism.

Due to the difficulty and low chance of obtaining fertilized barnacle eggs at the stage of peristaltic 

constrictions, fertilized eggs of another organism, Hydroides elegans, are also studied to compare the 

development of embryos after fertilization.

Characterization of Furrow Propagation during 
Cytokinesis in the Early Cleavage Period of Zebrafish 
Embryos

 Student: CHUNG Ming Ho / BIOL

 Advisor: MILLER Andrew L. / BIOL

Cytokinesis is an important part of the cell cycle, playing a key role in development. During the cleavage 

period, four basic components contribute to cytokinesis, namely furrow positioning, furrow propagation, 

furrow deepening and furrow apposition. However, little is known about the process and mechanisms of 

furrow propagation at the moment.  

My project involves characterizing how the cleavage furrow (CF) propagates along the blastodisc during 

first and second cell division cycles. It seeks to find out whether propagation proceeds smoothly, in small 

jumps, or involves a combination of these processes. This involves time-lapse video microscopy, confocal 

microscopy as well as fluorescent staining of live zebrafish embryos to enhance the visibility of the CF. 

Once furrow propagation under normal conditions has been characterized, attempts will be made to 

speed up or to halt the CF by addition of different drugs.
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A Study of the Signaling Events and Molecular 
Mechanisms Regulating and Driving the Process of 
Embryonic Yolk-cell “Doming” during the Blastula Period 
of Zebrafish Development

 Student: LI Hong Yi / MBMS

 Advisor: MILLER Andrew L. / BIOL

Doming in zebrafish embryogenesis marks the onset of epiboly. This process takes place from four hours 

post-fertilization (hpf) to 5.7hpf. During doming, the blastoderm experiences a shape change from a near 

hemisphere to a cup, while the yolk cell domes into the blastoderm.

This project investigates the mechanism underlying doming. Time-lapse videos of the process are 

recorded and studied. To study whether F-actin is responsible for doming, embryos treated with 

latruculin A, a drug blocking F-actin, are also time-lapsed. To visualize F-actin, embryos are fixed and 

stained fluorescently using Alexa Fluor 568 phalloidin.  The study finds that F-actin is not directly 

responsible for doming. However, more research is needed to explore the possibility of its indirect role in 

the process.

Photo-capturing, Identification and Database Management 
of Medical Plants Native to Hong Kong

 Student: LEE Ho Chuen / BIOL

 Advisor: TSIM Karl / BIOL

This study explores photo-capturing, identification and database management of medical plants native to 

Hong Kong. Applications using medical plants (Traditional Chinese Medicine) are becoming more and 

more popular, with an increasing number of patented medicines available on the market. However, when 

people concentrate attention on profit, safety measures in the manufacturing process may be omitted. 

Many accidents happen due to negligence in plant identification. Hence, it is a must for more effort to be 

spent on authentication.

The project seeks to collect and manage photographs of some native medical plants to provide a 

user-friendly platform for people to easily search or identify such plants.
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Photo-capturing, Identification and Database Management 
of Medical Plants Native to Hong Kong

 Student: LEUNG Kam Fai / BIOL

 Advisor: TSIM Karl / BIOL

Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) is a popular topic for investigation in scientific fields with its 

importance in improving human health and treating diseases widely recognized. About 1,200 TCM plant 

species can be found in Hong Kong, around one-sixth of the total in southern China. Yet how many people 

in Hong Kong, especially young people, know the value and have knowledge of TCM? This project aims to 

build up a database and some important international links for common TCM plants in Hong Kong.

Cohesin: A Significant Protein in Holding Chromosomes 
and Its Involvement in Liquid Crystalline 
Chromosomes 

 Student: CHAU Wai Yin / BICH

 Advisor: WONG Joseph T. Y. / BIOL

DNA condensation and cohesion are essential in the late G2 phase of the cell cycle. Sister chromatids need 

to be paired before the onset of chromosome segregation. One of the core protein complexes, cohesin, is 

responsible for cohesion, which plays an important role in holding chromosomes. The protein complex is 

also involved in chromosome segregation at a later stage. In eukaryotes, cohesin complexes are composed 

of two structural maintenance of chromosomes (SMC) proteins and exhibit ATPase function, implying 

their action on chromosomes involves the participation of ATP. Cohesin complexes may have an 

important role in a specific group of organisms, dinoflagellate, which have liquid crystalline 

chromosomes. This paper gives a brief background of cohesin complexes and reviews recent research on 

how cohesin complexes work.

Commitment to Divide into Four: Study of Multiple 
Fission in Cell Growth

 Student: LAM Iris Wing To / BICH

 Advisor: WONG Joseph T. Y. / BIOL

Cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs) are part of a group of protein kinases related to the regulation of cell 

cycle, transcription and mRNA processing. They mainly act by phosphorylating proteins on serine and 

threonine amino acid residues (serine/threonine kinases). To trigger CDK activity, they must be bound 

with an appropriate type of cyclin to form a cyclin-dependent kinase complex.
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Commitment to Divide into Four: Multiple Fission as a 
Model for Studying Cell Growth

 Student: LEUNG Po Yan / BICH

 Advisor: WONG Joseph T. Y. / BIOL

Multiple fission is especially frequent in unicellular organisms that have a rigid cell wall (e.g. alveolates). 

When the cell is undergoing multiple fission, it becomes a syncytium (i.e. a large cell-like structure filled 

with cytoplasm containing many nuclei). As the cell feeds, it enlarges, and the nuclei divide 

synchronously. It may become very large, with millions of nuclei, but, ultimately, when conditions are 

right, a series of small bumps are formed, each of which becomes a small, fruiting body. Many algae are 

multinucleate. In most instances the nuclei are in one common cytoplasm within a large and elaborate 

organism surrounded by a hard cell wall. As the wall becomes extended, the nuclei, which wander freely 

in the central cavity, undergo repeated mitosis. Again, either during the formation of zoospores (asexual 

reproductive cells) or after meiosis during gamete formation, a massive progressive division occurs. The 

compound nucleus breaks up just before gamete formation, and the minute individual nuclei undergo 

meiosis and wander to the elaborate tip structures, where they are released as uninucleate gametes.

Review of Dinoflagellate Mitotic Cyclin: A Key Regulator in 
Cell Cycle Progression and Multiple Fission

 Student: LIN Shing Cho / BICH

 Advisor: WONG Joseph T. Y. / BIOL

Mitotic cyclin, or cyclin B, is an important regulator protein in cell cycle progression. Like other cyclin, 

cyclin B is synthesized and degraded in each cell cycle. Time of expression and degradation will directly 

control the progression of mitosis by affecting the activity of a group of protein kinases called 

cyclin-dependent kinases (CDK). 

In the cell cycle of multiple fission cells, regulation of cell cycle progression may be modified specifically 

in mitosis regulation. Cyclin plays a key role in regulation of CDK activity in mitosis and it may be the key 

regulator in the control mechanism of multiple fission cells.
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Chemo- and Bio-sensing at Three-phase Boundaries by 
Electrochemical and Optical Techniques

 Student: WANG Yanxin / CHEM

 Advisor: LI Xiao Yuan / CHEM

In this project, a novel electrochemical method is developed toward bifunctional detection of O2 and 

H2O2, using a Pt-nanoframe electrode. Initial optimization of experimental conditions has been 

achieved, based on the linearity observed for both O2 and H2O2 on the Pt-nanoframe electrode over a 

dynamic range of one order of magnitude.

Analysis of Chang’e-1 Microwave Data

 Student: WONG Kwok Pang / PHYS, MATH

 Advisor: CHAN Kwing Lam / MATH

In this project, my role mainly involved analyzing data from Chang’e-1, the unmanned Chinese spacecraft 

orbiting the moon. Chang’e-1 is part of the first phase of the Chinese Lunar Exploration Program. The 

data used comes from Chang’e-1’s detectors with respect to four different microwave wavelengths 

recorded at different times, longitude, latitude and angle of incidence of sunlight. The microwave 

detectors are measuring the temperature of the moon’s surface.

The Painlevé Test

 Student: GAO Yi / MATH

  LIU Jianchen /MATH

  WEI Rongwei / MATH

 Advisor: HU Jishan / MATH

If an equation ω’ = F(ω, z) passes the Painlevé Test, its solution should have the form ω=�∑∞n=0 αn 

(z – z 0)n-g, where g is a possible integer. In the series, each coefficient an can be decided by a0, a1...a n-1, 

but it is very hard to find an expression for all an. To prove the convergence of the solution, this study 

transforms the original equation to a set of analytic equations and uses Cauchy’s Theorem to show the 

solution of the original equation is analytic except z0.
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The Hong Kong Birth Cohort

 Student: TSANG Kam Lun / MATH

 Advisor: WONG Man Yu / MATH

Many studies show the relationship between birth weight and blood pressure (a well-accepted indicator of 

metabolic or cardiovascular disease) has a slightly negative correlation. But if current weight is added to 

the model, i.e., blood pressure is regressed on current weight and birth weight, then the negative 

relationship between birth weight and blood pressure is enhanced. This may be explained by 

multicollinearity of the independent variables.

One possible method to solve the problem of multicollinearity is to perform clustering on observations, 

and group the observations according to their attributes. The aim of this paper is to present some methods 

for managing the data set and to discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each method.  

Circle Stacking in N-(N-1) Pattern

 Student: SONG Shuang / MATH

 Advisor: YAN Min / MATH

It is already known that when stacking in a rectangle follows the N-(N-1) pattern, the N circles in the 

(2N-1)th layer will be in a horizontal line. A similar property holds when the shape of the container 

becomes a parallelogram or trapezoid, and when the base of the container is not a straight line. In 

parallelogrammic or trapezoidal containers, circles in the (2N-1)th layer are on the same line though not 

horizontal, and circles in the (4N-3)th layer are horizontal. In a container with a base which is not a 

straight line, the shape of the line connecting the centers of circles in the (4N-3)th layer is the same as the 

shape of the base.

After proof and computation for N=3 and N=4, it can be inferred that when stacking in the N-(N-1) 

pattern in a polyline-base container, circles show a pattern repeat over a period of 4N-3=9. In a 

trapezoidal or parallelogrammic container, the period is also 4N-3=9, but the (2N-1=5)th layer of circles 

also shows a property which is similar to a periodic property. In a rectangular container, the period 

becomes 2N-1=5.

There are also some restrictive conditions, only under which the pattern and property can hold. Inferring 

from the case of N=3 and N=4, the study finds that the corner of the container should be within [75°, 

105°].
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Ball Stacking

 Student: YE Xiaofeng / MATH

 Advisor: YAN Min / MATH

Inspired by 2D cases, this study considers different patterns of ball stacking in 3D in 

simple situations.  Here, the setting is like a well. The underside is any acute 

triangle, and the vertical walls are perpendicular to the underside. It is 

assumed the three walls are α β and γ.  For balls, it is assumed the 

friction coefficient is large enough.

Three patterns are thoroughly examined with findings indicating different kinds of 

periodic phenomena. In the first pattern, which is the simplest, every three or four balls 

the plane is parallel to the underside. But in the second pattern, things become complicated 

and the period still exists generally only for the triangular underside. The third pattern is the most 

interesting and quite similar to the situation in 2D.  In this pattern, every five layers, or 24 balls, the top six 

balls will be parallel to the underside.

Studies in Quantum Information Theory

 Student: WONG Lok Man / PHYS

 Advisor: CHEN Tian Wen / PHYS

The aim of this project is to acquire knowledge in basic quantum mechanics, basic information theory, 

classic algorithms in quantum computation, and to discuss current research topics in the field. The report 

is divided into four parts: introduction to quantum mechanics; basic elements in quantum information 

theory; classic quantum algorithms; and the difficulties that quantum information theory faces.

Electromagnetic Field Produced by a Static Charge in a 
Non-inertial Reference Frame

 Student: FAN Tianqi / MATH

 Advisor: DU Shengwang / PHYS

Minkowski space for an accelerated point charge raises the question as to whether an observer with zero 

relative velocity but at a different location with respect to the point charge can detect electromagnetic 

waves. By solving Maxwell’s equations for the accelerated charges in Minkowski space and applying the 

local measurement theory of general relativity, the study obtains the electromagnetic field measured by 

the observer as a function of local time. The result thus sheds light on whether a static charge radiates in a 

non-inertial system or under gravity.
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High-speed Photography of Breakage and Structural 
Transitions of Soap Films in Wire Frames

 Student: LO Sheung Kon / APHY

 Advisor: FUNG Kwok Kwong / PHYS

High-speed photography is mainly used for observing action and phenomena which happen very fast 

(within microseconds) and cannot be captured by an ordinary video camera due to insufficient frames. 

Examples include the bursting of soap film or a high-speed collision. The development of high-speed 

photography overcomes the limitations of our eyes and the video camera, with high-speed imaging 

increasingly used in research work.

In this project, a high-speed camera is used to study the breaking up of soap film and the phase transitions 

of soap films in a cubic wire frame.

Geometrical Frustration in Logic Circuits

 Student: LIANG Qi / PHYS 

 Advisor: HAN Yilong / PHYS

Geometric frustration arises when a lattice structure prevents simultaneous minimization of local 

interactions. This leads to highly degenerate ground states and, subsequently, complex phases of matter. 

In experiments, it is hard to obtain single-spin resolution in atomic systems since the measurement itself 

may alter the quantum state. Recently, researchers have fabricated mesoscopic frustrated artificial 

structures and observed how single spins accommodate in the local frustrated environment.  However, it 

is hard to inject stimulations and measure the responses in such systems. 

This study designs and constructs a logic circuit to mimic a geometrically frustrated spin system. Such 

circuits enable the disturbance of a single “spin” by a functional generator and measurement of the 

responses by an oscilloscope.  Here, a circuit consisting of ~1000 NOT gates is constructed, with a new 

version designed to improve the correlation length between spins.
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Production of an Electron Gun 

 Student: HUANG Cheng / PHYS

 Advisor: LIN Nian / PHYS

The research project sets out to make an electron gun which can emit electrons on to a substrate.  In this 

report, I provide a detailed description of how the emitter was made, how I refined its design, and the final 

result.

Single Molecular Manipulation 

 Student: JIN Mochen / APHYS

 Advisor: LIN Nian / PHYS

This project studies the inner-molecular movement of molecule C50H40N6, which is absorbed on the 

Cu(111) surface, using a scanning tunneling microscope (STM) under ultra high vacuum and extremely 

low temperature. As the research is ongoing and a final result has yet to emerge, this report mainly covers 

the detailed process of the experiment. In addition, some statements are still hypothetical, with more 

evidence needed to support them.

Monte Carlo Study of Ising Model and XY Model on 
Kagome Lattice

 Student: LAI Chi Ho / PHYS

 Advisor: LIN Nian / PHYS

The study uses the Monte Carlo method to test the properties of magnetic spins on kagome lattices. Both 

the Ising model and XY model on kagome lattice are tested.
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Single Molecule Manipulation

 Student: LI Xiuyuan / CHEM

 Advisor: LIN Nian / PHYS

Here, a scanning tunneling microscope (STM) is employed to study a family of structurally similar 

molecules under ultra-low temperature and ultra-low pressure. By investigating the molecules’ electronic 

properties and self-assembly mechanism, it is hoped the results will provide information for future 

building of nano electronic, optic, magnetic and mechanical devices. I calculated the molecular orbitals of 

the molecules using Gaussian quantum chemistry software.

Exclusion Effect in Fermi Liquid

 Student: WANG Chong / PHYS, MATH

 Advisor: NG Tai Kai / PHYS

This report shows that Haldane’s exclusion statistics provide a description of interacting Fermi liquids at 

dimensions greater than one and finite temperature. The RPA free energy correction of Fermi liquid can 

be interpreted as coming from the exclusion effect. Finally, connection between one and higher 

dimensional systems is addressed using the bosonization technique.

Correlation in the Stock Market and Its 
Application

 Student: CHANG Zhangyu / PHYS

 Advisor: SZETO Kwok Yip / PHYS

Correlation is a statistical concept indicating the relationship between two random variables. In the stock 

market, the time series of stock prices is random enough for there still to be no commonly accepted law 

guiding changes in price. However, many factors influence the stock price. By examining correlations 

between the time series of stock prices, some unexpected and interesting phenomena may be discovered. 

There may also be opportunities to gain profits.

In this report, correlations of prices of Hang Seng Index and Dow Jones Index constituent stocks are 

calculated and analyzed. I examine the correlations between each stock pair and the autocorrelation of 

every stock’s time series. I focus, in particular, on frustrated triplets of stock groups. Finally, I provide a 

trading strategy based on the correlations of the stock price and discuss the merits and demerits of this 

strategy.
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Genetic Algorithms and Their Application in 
Reliability

 Student: CHEN Xinru / BIOL

 Advisor: SZETO Kwok Yip / PHYS

Genetic algorithms (GAs) are a powerful method for solving complicated optimization problems with 

constraints and multiple optima. In the first half of this report, I review the general principles and 

procedures involved in implementing GAs and introduce three methods used in my project to optimize 

results. In the second half, the report focuses on the application of GAs for system reliability. Through 

three typical problems, a general idea of how GAs help optimization of networks and how they vary with 

different problems is revealed.

Game Theory and Multi-agent Systems

 Student: HAN Yu / PHYS

 Advisor: SZETO Kwok Yip / PHYS

This report focuses on some of my research on prisoner’s dilemma (PD) games on a square lattice this 

summer. The first part discusses the two-group lattice model, where an inner-group game and 

inter-group game exist simultaneously. The second part is an experiment mainly for fun. I divide 

individuals on the lattice into three groups, upper class, middle class and lower class, to simulate the three 

classes found in real life. For every model, I show how the model was built, the experiments conducted on 

the model, how different factors gave different results and, finally, some analytical explanations if possible.

A Simulated Annealing Approach to Solving the K-Cluster 
Problem

 Student: KANG Peng / PHYS

 Advisor: SZETO Kwok Yip / PHYS

My initial work on the k-cluster problem gave me understanding of the k-mean algorithm and the global 

k-mean algorithm. I then came up with the idea of solving the k-cluster problem using a genetic algorithm 

(GA) fashion. This report presents results attained by running the program and the corresponding 

discussion. Finally, it discusses the idea of using a simulated annealing attack on this problem and 

provides a description of the algorithm.
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System Signature and Its Application for Network 
Reliability Analysis

 Student: LAM Yat Hong / PHYS

 Advisor: SZETO Kwok Yip / PHYS

This study reviews the book System Signatures and Their Applications in Engineering Reliability, which 

provides a summary of recent advances in system reliability and system signatures. The report serves to 

collate content that may be useful for analysis of reliability in network topology.

Optimal Reliability in Engineering: A Review 
and Analysis

 Student: WANG Xiaoli / ECE

 Advisor: SZETO Kwok Yip / PHYS

Reliability is an effective parameter in assessing the performance of systems such as aircraft, pipelines, 

software security, and power plants. Therefore, recent research has put emphasis on optimal reliability 

design, proposing several useful configurations and models, finding methods to simplify and solve 

problems, and applying optimization theories. However, to date, it has not been possible to find a method 

that can lead to the optimal solution for all kinds of reliability optimization problems. As numerical 

methods are only available for some problems, this means it cannot be proved that the solution developed 

is the optimal one. Researchers are now trying to use meta-heuristic algorithms to get closer to the optimal 

solution efficiently, and to reduce computational effort. 

Basics of Investment and My Summer Experience at the 
Hong Kong Monetary Authority

 Student: WONG Chun Yu / MARK

 Advisor: SZETO Kwok Yip / PHYS

The financial market has greatly evolved since its early days, expanding from basic functions such as 

selling/buying stocks to complicated structured products. Prices of stocks depend on many factors: news 

of a particular company, the global economy, industry trends, among others. As it can be complicated to 

write formulae for optimizing profits from stock investments, scientists and financial professionals may 

ignore seemingly minor factors to simplify models. All models are based on stocks’ historical records and 

the optimization level of researchers. Therefore, predictions or estimations can vary from stock to stock 

or from researcher to researcher.
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Prisoner’s Dilemma Memory Evolutionary Game: Genetic 
Algorithm Imitation Rule Partial Information

 Student: WU Degang / PHYS

 Advisor: SZETO Kwok Yip / PHYS

This research project investigates the effect of memory capability in a prisoner’s dilemma game on a fully 

connected network and a square lattice. 

Iterated prisoner’s dilemma (IPD) agents are equipped with the capability of memorizing the last few 

moves of the game. Players participate under different conditions. A genetic algorithm (GA) is used to 

evolve the agent population on a fully connected network and a square lattice with nearest neighbors. The 

study also utilizes Monte Carlo methods with different imitation rules (traditional imitation rule tIR, 

partial imitation rule type 1 pIR1 and partial imitation rule type 2 pIR2).

Language Networks: Evolution of Language and Universal 
Features

 Student: YUAN Mengyao / CENG

 Advisor: SZETO Kwok Yip / PHYS

The project seeks to apply mathematical analysis and computational methods to the analysis of 

typological correlations in languages. The research requires basic computer programming skills, 

understanding of network concepts, and general knowledge about language and communication.
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Prisoner’s Dilemma Game Involving Two Groups of 
Agents on a Square Lattice

 Student: ZHANG Liangsheng / PHYS

 Advisor: SZETO Kwok Yip / PHYS

The influence of topology on the density of defectors in a multi-agent prisoner’s dilemma (PD) game is 

well known. However, most attention to date has focused on the situation where one group of players 

plays against each other with a universal payoff matrix. In  reality, it is likely a player would use different 

payoff matrices when playing against different players. Thus, to provide a more realistic approach, this 

report considers a PD game played on a square lattice with two groups of agents. In this model, there are 

two groups of agents and two distinguishable payoff matrices when players in the same group play against 

each other. There is a third payoff matrix when players of different groups play against each other. Players 

play the PD game locally within a specific neighborhood, basically nearest neighbors and second-nearest 

neighbors. In this report, two different updating methods to evolve the PD game are discussed and some 

simple analysis provided.

Determination of Glucose Concentration in Cell Cultures 
by Phenol-Sulfuric Acid Assay

 Student: CHAN Ki Chuen / BICH

 Advisor: TANG Zikang / PHYS

In bacteria, carbohydrate occurs mainly in the form of glucose. To determine the amount of carbohydrate, 

methods that target glucose, such as phenol-sulfuric acid assay, the dintrosalicylic colorimetric method 

(DNS) and the enzymatic method, can be employed. The principle involves using a series of reactions to 

convert the glucose to a derivative where the concentration can be determined.

Sulfuric acid can cause hydrolysis of glycosidic linkage. The hydrolyzed sugar is further hydrolyzed to 

form furfural or a derivative of it. Furfural and its derivative can cause condensation with several phenol 

compounds (e.g. a-naphthol, orcinol and anthrone) to form colored compounds. The result can be 

quantified with colormetric spectroscopy (detected at a wavelength of 492nm) and hence the 

concentration of glucose determined.
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The Optimum Culturing Medium for Photoautotrophic 
Bacteria (Synechocystis sp. PCC6803)

 Student: KO Ka Ming / BICH

 Advisor: TANG Zikang / PHYS

One alternative energy source under development in recent times is biofuel. When certain photosynthetic 

bacteria carry out photosynthesis, the energy produced in the process can be used for various activities. 

This experiment focuses on cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp. PCC6803 and explores how pH and culture 

medium content affect the bacteria’s growth. To do so, the research sets out to establish a growth curve for 

different culture conditions in relation to bacteria concentration. This is then measured by 

spectrophotometer using four different wavelengths (730nm, 720nm, 678nm, 625nm). A blank BG II 

solution is used as a control. By comparing the trends of different growth curves, it can thus be 

determined whether certain pH levels will optimize growth or not.

The Optimum Culturing Medium for 
Escherichia Coli

 Student: LEE Pak Hong / BICH

 Advisor: TANG Zikang / PHYS

Nutrients commonly used by Escherichia coli (E. coli) cells in respiration include glucose, amino acids 

and fatty acids. A common oxidizing agent (electron acceptor) is molecular oxygen (O2). Bacteria can also 

be lithotrophs and these organisms may respire using a broad range of inorganic molecules as electron 

donors and acceptors, such as sulfur, metal ions, methane or hydrogen. Organisms that use oxygen as a 

final electron acceptor in respiration are described as aerobic, while those that do not are referred to as 

anaerobic. 

In this experiment, the growth curves of E.coli in aerobic and anaerobic conditions are determined so the 

growth rate of E. coli can be compared under the two different conditions.
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Optimizing Culturing Conditions for Escherichia Coli, 
Synechocystis PCC6714 and Pseudomonas Putida

 Student: PENG Jing / BICH

 Advisor: TANG Zikang / PHYS

Some bacteria can grow in a variety of conditions. Escherichia coli (E. coli), for example, can grow both 

aerobically and anaerobically. Each environment results in different gene expression, causing the two 

respiratory chains. When E. coli grows under aerobic conditions, the growth rate is usually quicker due to 

faster respiration and metabolism. Synechocystis PCC6714 can grow in a wide range of pH values. Within 

this range, the higher the pH value, the faster the bacteria grow. In this experiment, four sets of pH values 

ranging from 6.0 to 9.0 are investigated to compare the difference in growth rates. For Pseudomonas 

putida, a lack of manganese causes cell growth to lag or even stop.

Optimizing Culturing Conditions for Photosynthetic 
Bacteria (PCC6803)

 Student: TSOI Ho Leung / BICH

 Advisor: TANG Zikang / PHYS

Cyanobacteria is a phylum of bacteria that obtains energy through photosynthesis. It is also believed to 

have acted as an anode bacteria in ancient oceans, donating electrons. When cyanobacteria grow 

continuously, the pH value of the culture medium will gradually increase. To counter this critical obstacle, 

a buffer must be added to the culture medium (BG-11) to control the increase in pH value. This project 

investigates the effect on cyanobacteria’s growth in culture media containing different concentrations of 

Tris buffer. The titration method is used to find the buffer range and strength in the different culture 

media. The optical density of the cyanobacteria in the culture media is also measured to find out whether 

it is practical to control the pH value and does not affect normal growth of the bacteria.
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Planetary Perihelion Precession from String 
Theory

 Student: CHEN Yuran / PHYS

 Advisor: WONG Michael K. Y. / PHYS

It was recently established that there is a statistically significant non-zero correction to the currently 

modeled secular precession of the orbit of Saturn, with value

δώ = - 0.006 ± 0.002"/cy 

Various cosmological models were tested against this anomalous precession and none of them could 

accommodate such a correction. Inspired by the string σ-model, and a recent paper on galaxy rotation 

curves, this study proposes an ambient magnetic-like field inside our Solar System, pointing along the 

z-direction normal to the ecliptic. This magnetic-like field will generate an extra centripetal force which 

provides a correction to planetary perihelion precession. Here, the research project tries to use the model 

to explain the correction to the secular precession of the Saturn orbit.

Studies in Polymer Thin Films

 Student: CONG Sen / APHYS

 Advisor: WONG Michael K. Y. / PHYS

A fundamental understanding of the dynamical properties of polymer thin films is important in many 

applications such as organic light emitting devices, protective encapsulations and lubricant coatings. The 

origin of the anomalous dynamics is one of the most challenging problems of contemporary polymer 

physics and materials. The thickness dependence of Tg of polymer thin films with thicknesses of 10 - 

200nm on substrates or freely standing can be studied by using a variable angle spectroscopic 

ellipsometer. With the analysis of the layered model, sliding chain model, percolation model and capillary 

wave model, it was found that the glass transition is influenced by confinement and interfacial 

interactions between polymer chains and the free surface or substrate. The dynamical measurements of 

polymer thin films may provide important insights to the finite nano-size effects, which have a profound 

influence in the sense that the Tg of polymer films can differ significantly from that of the bulk when the 

film thickness is comparable to the gyration radius of the polymer.
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Networks

 Student: XIONG Xin / PHYS

 Advisor: WONG Michael K. Y. / PHYS

In this study, I establish models for networks in daily life, such as water supply networks, cargo networks, 

and transportation networks in one city. By studying and optimizing the abstract models, we can find 

better arrangements for real networks, enabling the same purpose to be achieved with greater efficiency.

A Study of the Phononic Crystal Using Laser Pulse 
Excitation

 Student: YAN Bojun / PHYS

 Advisor: YANG Zhiyu / PHYS

The properties of phononic crystals, a new material with artificial structures, have gained international 

attention. Phononic crystals consist of a simple periodic structure arranged with materials that have 

different properties. Generally, they differ in acoustic wave propagation velocity. As has been proved 

theoretically and experimentally, energy bands and gaps exist in this kind of material. Here, a new method 

to test the dispersion relation of acoustic waves is proposed. A high-energy laser pulse, with pulse duration 

of 30 pico-seconds, is used to excite the surface of the samples. The surface is excited to an oscillating state, 

the mechanical change corresponding to a propagating acoustic wave. This wave will propagate along the 

sample’s surface; and the sample fabricated to some periodic structures. Then a Michelson-Morley 

diffraction method is employed to detect the wave at each point. In this way, the dispersion relation of the 

acoustic waves in that material can be found.



Hygroscopicity and Phase Transition of Atmospheric 
Aerosols

 Student: CHEUNG Hoi Yan / CENG

 Advisor: CHAN Chak Keung / CBME

 Co-advisor: LAU Arthur / CBME

Hygroscopic growth of atmospheric aerosols is known to be one of the important factors in air pollution 

related to visibility problems and global climate change. In this study, an inorganic salt, ammonium 

sulfate, is studied both on its own and when mixed with an organic acid, maleic acid, using an 

electrodynamic balance (EDB). Deliquescence relative humidity (DRH), crystallization relative humidity 

(CRH) and changes in size and phase of particles are investigated by allowing particles to absorb and 

evaporate water. For the pure inorganic salt, the study finds exact values for DRH and CRH, and phase 

transition from solid particle to solution droplet is observed. For the mixture, partial deliquescence and a 

range of DRH and CRH are observed. Values for CRH vary with the size of particles.

Street-level Air Quality Measurement

 Student: LEUNG Cho Chark Joe / CENG

 Advisor: CHAN Chak Keung / CBME

 Co-advisor: LAU N. T. / IENV

The project aims to compare the change in concentration of various air pollutants at street level during 

rush hour in Hong Kong’s 18 districts. The study is being carried out using the Mobile Air Monitoring 

Platform (MAP) at rush hour on different days.

To investigate the average concentration of various air pollutants based on travel distance instead of time, 

a new computer program has been developed to process the measurements recorded by MAP. As air 

quality may be affected by the weather, especially the wind, the program has also been designed to receive 

local weather data and the Hong Kong government’s Environmental Protection Department air quality 

measurements for reference in future analysis.

Analysis of Street-level Air Quality

 Student: ZHANG Leiting / CENG

 Advisor: CHAN Chak Keung / CBME

 Co-advisor: LAU N. T. / IENV

This report compares the pollution level of a main arterial road to a pedestrian street in Mong Kok. 

Results from measuring instruments and data analysis on charts are given, and additional case modeling 

and recommendations on improving air quality provided.
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Crystallization of Atmospheric Aerosols

 Student: ZHONG Yuan / CEEV

 Advisor: CHAN Chak Keung / CBME

 Co-advisor: LAU Arthur / CBME

The project investigates the preliminary hygroscopic properties of three common aerosols looking at the 

crystallization characteristics of malonic acid, maleic acid and ammonium nitrate (AN), with respect to 

relative humidity (RH), particle size and time of equilibrium. The crystallization process is conducted 

under adjusted RH while other variables, temperature and pressure are considered as constants, and flow 

rates are manually adjusted to be constant.

Material Effect of Functionalized 
Self-assembling Peptides

 Student: HO Jessica / CBGBM

 Advisor: CHAU Ying / CBME

Self-assembling peptides (SAPs) can spontaneously self-organize into well-ordered structures. This 

research project seeks to define the mechanical properties of various SAPs, SAPs with incorporated 

signals, and SAP mixtures. The study uses a rheometer and 8mm parallel plate fixture in its dynamic 

mechanical analysis of SAPs. The SAP cultures are tested on retinoic treated P19 stem cells to see how 

SAPs and incorporated signals affect cell proliferation and differentiation.

Self-assembling Polymeric Carriers for 
Anticancer Drug Delivery

 Student: SUEN Wai Leung Langston / CENG

 Advisor: CHAU Ying / CBME

Cis-dichlorodiamminoplatinum (II) (cisplatin) is a potent chemotherapeutic agent that has 

demonstrated significant anti-tumor activities against a variety of solid tumors. In this research project, a 

core-shell structured nano-particle (NP) is prepared from block copolymer methoxy poly (ethylene 

glycol) and polycaprolactone (mPEG-PCL). Optimization of choice of materials and process conditions 

for NP preparation is carried out, with cisplatin the anti-cancer drug incorporated in the nano-particle. 

Drug loading content (DLC), encapsulation efficiency (EE) and in vitro release of cisplatin are also 

investigated.
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Advanced Materials for Lithium-ion Batteries – 
Toward Anisotropic Single-ion Conductive 
Materials

 Student: LUO Weicheng / CEEV

 Advisor: CHEN Guohua / CBME

From the first commercially released products in 1991 to their application in billions of electronics, 

batteries with lithium-containing chemicals have promised a bright future for large-scale, inexpensive and 

environmentally friendly storage devices in the “energy era” to come. In the search for advanced materials 

for the next generation of lithium batteries, discovery of anisotropic single-ion conductive electrolyte 

materials is of crucial importance. This study includes a logic induction of the topic based on a survey of 

the development status of lithium batteries and their electrolytes. 

Improving Data Analysis for Shotgun 
Proteomics

 Student: LAU Wai Seng / CENG

 Advisor: LAM Henry H. N. / CBME

The SpectraST computer program can be used to recognize the presence of proteins in given samples. 

SpectraST works by matching mass spectra of the given samples with standard mass spectra stored in 

libraries. This project seeks to find ways (through C++ programming to modify SpectraST) to improve 

the efficiency of SpectraST in order to make it faster in processing huge amounts of data, particularly the 

handling of large libraries. 

Improving Data Analysis for Shotgun 
Proteomics

 Student: LI Yunzi / CBPE

 Advisor: LAM Henry H. N. / CBME

Proteomics is becoming increasingly prevalent and powerful in biological science, with tandem mass 

spectrometry (MS/MS) the leading technological platform for protein/peptide identification. Spectral 

library searching is a computational method for assigning peptide identification to tandem mass spectra, 

based on the matching of unknown spectra with a library of previously identified spectra. The quality and 

coverage of the spectral library is crucial when using this method as it cannot detect peptides for which no 

previous observation has been made. To enlarge the library of the SpectraST computer search tool 

without heavy lab work, MassAnalyzer version 2.1b6 is used to predict MS/MS spectra given peptide 

sequence information.
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Improving Data Analysis for Shotgun Proteomics – 
Analysis of MassAnalyzer 2.1

 Student: LO Kin Pong / CENG

 Advisor: LAM Henry H. N. / CBME

Proteomics seeks the identification and quantification of proteins, the determination of their localization, 

modifications, interactions, activities, and their function. Tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) is a 

popular method used for identification. Peptides from digested protein samples are fragmented in a mass 

spectrometer, and MS/MS spectra recording the fragmentation patterns obtained. A spectral search 

engine is a program that can identify the peptide from its fragmentation pattern by matching query 

spectra with a library of previously identified spectra. While compiling such a library is a time-consuming 

procedure, this step can be skipped with a program that can predict the fragmentation pattern accurately.

In this project, the program used for prediction is MassAnalyzer 2.1 and the objective is to analysis the 

program’s reliability.

The Effect of Temperature on Acid Blue Dye and 
Chlorophenol – Adsorption on Calgon Filtrasorb 400 
Activated Carbon

 Student: CHOW Pui Man / CEEV

 Advisor: MCKAY Gordon / CBME

In the present study, isothermal tests are carried out by adsorbing acid blue 25 (AB25) and 

para-chlorophenol (p-CP) on to Calgon Filtrasorb 400 (F400) activated carbon at different temperatures. 

Adsorption capacities of each isotherm system are determined using monolayer saturation capacity and 

the adsorption capacity of p-CP on F400 activated carbon is found to be higher than that of AB25. In 

addition, experimental data are fitted into four isotherm models, namely Langmuir, Freundlich, 

Redlich-Peterson and Sips, to determine the best-fit model for describing the experimental isotherms 

data. A batch kinetic study is also conducted to obtain kinetic constants by fitting data into pseudo-first 

and pseudo-second kinetic models. Thermodynamic parameters, such as free energy (ΔG), enthalpy (Δ

H) and entropy (ΔS), are calculated using the thermodynamic equilibrium coefficients obtained at 

different temperatures. The values of different parameters collected can facilitate further studies.
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Bamboo Carbon Production, Characterization and Acid 
Dye Adsorption (Equilibrium and Kinetics)

 Student: KONG Man Yan / CEEV

 Advisor: MCKAY Gordon / CBME

In this study, raw bamboo waste is used to produce two kinds of carbon with two impregnation ratios: 

Xp2 and Xp6. Characterization including BET (surface area and pore volume of micropores and 

mesopores), helium density, elemental analysis (CHNS) and Boehm titration (surface functional groups) 

is carried out to compare which carbon is favorable for acid blue 25 adsorption. Batch kinetic studies are 

also conducted to study the rate of adsorption on different initial concentrations of acid blue 25. Different 

volume-to-mass ratios are then applied to study the effect on the rate of dye adsorption. Equilibrium 

contact time and adsorption isotherms are carried out to study the adsorption capacity of two prepared 

bamboo carbons. Experimental data are then fitted into four isotherm models: Langmuir, Freundlich, 

Redlich-Peterson and Langmuir-Freundlich (Sips) isotherms.

Determination of Washing Efficiency of Ash 
Residue

 Student: NG Cheuk Hay / CEEV

 Advisor: MCKAY Gordon / CBME

One possibility for reusing ash is to incorporate it in construction materials, including cement. However, 

the presence of ash can impact the quality of cement. This is due to the presence of a significant amount 

of soluble salts with chloride in ash, the amount varying depending on the kind of ash. As chloride is 

corrosive, the chloride content in ash greatly reduces cement quality.

This study focuses on the efficiency of washing ash residue, in particular the removal of chloride. The 

content of a number of heavy metals and other elements and compounds are also investigated. 

Experimental processes and results are thoroughly described.

Adsorption of Pollutants from Water by 
Activated Carbon

 Student: WONG Shing Ki / CENG

 Advisor: MCKAY Gordon / CBME

In this study, two activated carbons, namely TAC1 and TAC2, are produced from waste tyres. 

Characterization of the activated carbons, including the BET method, elemental analysis (CHNS), Boehm 

titration, point of zero charge, and pH of carbon solution, is then carried out. Isothermal tests are also 
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conducted using TAC1 and TAC2 as adsorbents and acid blue 25 (AB25) and methylene blue (MB) dyes 

as adsorbates. Adsorption capacities of each isotherm system are determined using monolayer saturation 

capacity analysis. Furthermore, experimental data are fitted into four isotherm models – Langmuir, 

Freundlich, Redlich-Peterson and Sips – to determine the best fit model. Batch kinetic experiments are 

also conducted by investigating the adsorption of different concentrations of the two dyes.

Results show that TAC1 has a higher surface area, external surface, total pore volume, micropore volume 

and mesopore volume than TAC2. For the isotherm of AB25 and MB onto TAC1, the Langmuir isotherm 

fits both systems better with a calculated qmax of   260.52 mg/g and 143.57 mg/g respectively.  Moreover, 

the adsorption capacities of AB25 and MB onto TAC1 are higher than that of AB25 and MB onto TAC2.

Bamboo Carbon Production, Characterization and Acid 
Dye Adsorption (Equilibrium and Kinetics)

 Student: WONG Wai Ying / CEEV

 Advisor: MCKAY Gordon / CBME

Bamboo is used to produce activated carbons, with phosphoric acid as the activating agent. With a 

phosphoric acid impregnation ratio of 2 and 6, the carbons are called Xp2 and Xp6 respectively. 

Characterization of these bamboo-derived activated carbons is performed and  the equilibrium and 

kinetics of methylene blue adsorption examined. The adsorption isotherm on methylene blue is analyzed 

using common isotherm equations, namely Langmuir, Freundlich, Redlich-Peterson and 

Langmuir-Freundlich, with the Langmuir-Freundlich equation providing the best overall correlation of 

data. The adsorption capacity of Xp2 is found to be much greater than Xp6.

Flow Synthesis of Nanomaterials in Microreactors and 
Their Applications

 Student: CHEANG Keng Long / CENG

 Advisor: YEUNG King Lun / CBME

Molecular sieves with a zeolite structure and pore diameter <15Å exhibit a shape selectivity that enables 

them to be used as adsorbents or catalysts in a variety of processes.  However, reactions involving bulky 

molecules require structures with channel diameters at the mesopore scale. In the early 1990s, two 

scientists from Mobil Oil Corporation synthesized ordered mesoporous materials of the M41S type, the 

family to which MCM-41 belongs. This material possesses a porous system consisting of hexagonally 

arranged channels with diameters varying from 15 to 100Å.  MCM-41 has attracted the attention of 

scientists due to its elevated specific surface area, high thermal and hydrothermal stability, the possibility 

of controlling its pore size and its hydrophobicity and acidity. These characteristics have made MCM-41 

a promising material as a catalyst and for industrial processes involving adsorption, ion exchange and 

environmental control.
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Advanced Treatment Technologies for Endocrine 
Disrupting Chemicals in a Water Environment

 Student: CHEN Qi / CBPE

 Advisor: YEUNG King Lun / CBME

The endocrine system is important in regulating the production of hormones, which have further effects 

on organisms’ development. However, the system is susceptible to the environment and there are 

increasing concerns about the contamination of endocrine disrupting chemicals (EDCs).

The project aims to study the effect of EDCs on living organisms and to explore advanced technologies for 

treatment. For better monitoring of the current situation in relation to environmental concerns, the study 

also seeks to set up a standard to measure the effect of EDCs

Zeolite Microneedles for Painless Drug Delivery

 Student: GAO He / BIOL

 Advisor: YEUNG King Lun / CBME

This project exploits a new technology – zeolite microneedles for painless drug delivery. The technology 

is capable of controlling the rate of drug delivery and targeting the delivery of drug to a tissue. It involves 

two key components: zeolite and SU-8.

Zeolites are crystalline allumino-silicates in which aluminum atoms and silicon atoms are present in the 

form of AIO4 and SiO4 tetrahedra.  Since the discovery of zeolite in 1756 and laboratory preparation in 

1948, synthesis of zeolite has been well developed with various structures and properties.

SU-8 is a negative photoresist that can be used to fabricate thick patterns with smooth walls. Photoresists 

such as SU-8 are based on epoxies. The term epoxy is a prefix referring to a bridge consisting of an oxygen 

atom bonded to two other atoms, very often carbon, which are already united in some way.

Transdermal Microneedles for Painless Drug 
Delivery

 Student: JIN Yuan / BIOL

 Advisor: YEUNG King Lun / CBME

The objective of the project is to develop microneedles to make it possible for drugs to efficiently pass 

through the stratum corneum. The latter is one of the most important layers of the skin, keeping water 

and other foreign substances from our bodies without irritating pain receptors. Various forms of 
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micro-needles have been under research. Materials and fabrication methods are also quite diverse. At this 

stage, the project is focusing on using zeolite as the material for the microneedles. As a photoresist, SU-8 

can be shaped by UV exposure. The research is currently trying to work out a way of using SU-8 as an 

intermediate material to fabricate zeolite microneedles.

Advanced Treatment Technologies for Endocrine 
Disrupting Chemicals in a Water Environment

 Student: LEE Cho Ying / CENG

 Advisor: YEUNG King Lun / CBME

The goal of this project is to remove as many of the endocrine disruptors in water during  wastewater 

treatment processes as it can by using ozone. At the same time, it has to ensure that the process of 

ozonication adopted does not produce other harmful chemicals. Different kinds of endocrine disruptors 

come under investigation here, including nonylphenol, carbamazepine and caffeine. Rates of removal of 

endocrine disruptors and the mechanism are also of interest in this research.

Advanced Treatment Technologies for Endocrine 
Disrupting Chemicals in a Water Environment

 Student: LEE Pui Yan Lucita / CEEV

 Advisor: YEUNG King Lun / CBME

The research focuses on a technology based on the synergistic combination of (1) ozone oxidation; (2) 

adsorption; and (3) membrane separation to treat a broad spectrum of endocrine disrupting chemical 

(EDC) pollutants in water. The compact treatment unit will employ membranes as ozone distributors, 

reaction contactors and water separators. The enhanced ozone mass transfer rate generated by the 

membrane distributor will increase the EDCs’ degradation, while the contactor will adsorb and trap EDCs 

and degrade them in the reaction zone for more thorough destruction. Membrane water separation 

produces clean water and serves to concentrate the pollutants, and thus improve ozonation kinetics. Key 

technologies to be developed include membranes for the distributor, contactor and separator, and 

membrane modules for the advanced ozone membrane treatment of EDCs in water. In this study, the 

focus is on the ozonication of caffeine in order to observe the degradation of caffeine using ozone.
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Tougher Concrete Modified by Silane Coupling Agents 
and Konjac Powder

 Student: CHEN Wenhao / CIVL

 Advisor: LI Zongjin / CIVL

This project aims to improve the mechanical properties of concrete (i.e. ductility, strength, toughness) 

using certain chemical and physical methods. In general, an adjusted water/cement ratio, fineness of 

cement or aggregate, superplasticizer, and silica fumes can influence mechanisms of concrete. Here, silane 

coupling agents (SCA) and Konjac powder as applied in cement paste are the two main admixtures to be 

investigated.

Primary research on SCA focuses mainly on an investigation of current documents to gain  a deeper 

knowledge of the mechanisms and properties of these kinds of materials. Initial laboratory research on 

Konjac powder and cement paste is performed to explore basic performance and effects in preparation for 

further research.

Model for Non-contacting Electrical Resistivity 
Method

 Student: ZHANG Xi / CIVL

 Advisor: LI Zongjin / CIVL

To obtain a deeper and more complete view of the microstructure of cement during its hydration period, 

traditional electrical resistivity can be applied. By measuring resistivity, analysis of the microstructure of 

cement at different hydration periods can be carried out. However, the method entails contact between 

the cement and apparatus, with the electrode effect of the two plates influencing the experiment’s results.

To avoid the need for contact, my advisor Li Zongjin invented an innovative, non-contacting electrical 

resistivity method using a transformer to create toroidal voltage in circular cement. In this report, I 

discuss in detail how the method works.
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Analysis of the Impact of Blast Loading on Buildings and 
Earth Structures

 Student: CHEUK Kai Yui / CIVL

  MAK Ho Sau / CIVL

 Advisor: WANG Gang / CIVL

This research project analyzes the impact of blast loading on buildings and earth structures by using in situ 

monitoring data from Ocean Park. At the Hong Kong marine theme park, investors wanted to increase 

revenue by building additional infrastructure. Due to space limitations, Ocean Park decided to “create” 

more land to fulfill its needs by blasting slopes. However, blasting vibration can affect the safety of 

surrounding buildings and earth structures. An intensive monitoring program was therefore set up to 

determine whether blasting would cause any damage to buildings and other infrastructure. This study 

focuses on a review of current engineering practices and interpretation of blasting vibration data from the 

monitoring program.

An Exploratory Study on the Role of Rolling Resistance on 
the Mechanical Responses of Soils using Discrete Element 
Method Simulations

 Student: LUI Chun Fung / CIVL

 Advisor: WANG Yu-Hsing / CIVL

In conventional discrete element method (DEM) simulations, particles are considered the point contact 

and interparticle rolling resistance simply ignored. However, real soil particles are rough and, logically, 

particles should contact neighboring particles through finite contact areas not points. In addition, soil 

particles are typically irregularly shaped. In this context, contact moment (rolling resistance) would be 

generated when particles roll relative to each other. The main objective of this study is to understand how 

soil mechanical responses reproduced in DEM simulations may be affected when rolling resistance is 

considered.

In DEM simulations for this study (using Particle Flow Code in Two Dimensions {PFC2D}), the contact 

model is modified to count the rolling resistance based on the relative rotation between particles. 

Simulation results show that the strength and dilatancy of a dense sample increases after rolling resistance 

is considered. This is due to the fact that rolling resistance enhances the stability of force chains (i.e. 

arching formed by soil particles). In the loose sample, the volume contraction tendency is hindered due to 

the extra resistance to rolling.

Published experimental results show that the addition of non-plastic fines can enhance soil strength and 

dilatancy. This study’s findings indicate such behavior can be reproduced by DEM simulations only when 

rolling resistance is considered. 
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An Exploratory Study on Energy Dissipation in Soils 
During Biaxial Loading Using Discrete Element Method 
Simulations

 Student: TONG Liwei / CIEV

 Advisor: WANG Yu-Hsing / CIVL

Nothing can freely vibrate forever because energy dissipates. The term “damping ratio” is often used to 

quantify energy loss or dissipation in soil. However, details of the process of energy dissipation in soil and 

the underlying mechanisms that regulate the damping ratio remain unclear at present, especially from a 

micromechanical point of view. In this study, simulations using the discrete element method (DEM) are 

carried out to gain insights into these issues.

Particle Flow Code in Two Dimensions (PFC2D) software is used in simulations to trace the energy 

dissipated as well as stored in soil when subject to biaxial loading. Findings from the simulations show that 

energy dissipation is mainly due to frictional loss between particle contacts (quantified by the 

Hertz-Mindlin contact model). Stored energy is in the form of elastic strain energy at particle contact. The 

difference between the total applied energy and the sum of stored energy and dissipated energy by friction 

is the energy used for soil dilation. Simulation results also indicate that strain energy is not fully released 

when the soil becomes plastic, which confirms the existence of frozen energy hidden at particle contacts.

Applications for Miniature Sensors in Geotechnical 
Engineering

 Student: WONG Chi Sun / CIVL

  WONG Tik Wai / CIVL

 Advisor: WANG Yu-Hsing / CIVL

Exploratory laboratory research is carried out in this project, with miniature two-axis micro-electro- 

mechanical system (MEMS) accelerometers and a three-axis wireless accelerometer to identify landslip 

characteristics in sudden and gradual slope failure. Miniature sensors are buried in different positions of 

a slope, constructed in the laboratory flume, to follow landslide activity. Recorded responses demonstrate 

that the sensors can capture the features of landslide motion, for example, minor multiple events of 

surface sliding or a major flow landslide; landslip initiation and when it stops; and the direction of soil 

movement in slope failure. The sensors’ success in monitoring how a landslide moves suggests that MEMS 

sensors have the potential to be used in the field to improve the monitoring of natural and man-made 

slopes, a vital task from a socioeconomic perspective.
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Classified Summary of Statistical Data Related to 
Landslide Dam Failure

 Student: LI Chen / CIVL

 Advisor: ZHANG Limin / CIVL

A landslide dam is one of the most common types of dams formed by natural processes. It also presents a 

great threat to people. In this report, I look at some essential properties of such dams and carry out 

statistical research on the following six aspects: geographical distribution, formation time, height of dam, 

type, landslide trigger, and time to dam failure.

Long-term Effects of Landslides in the Minjiang Valley 
Caused by the Wenchuan Earthquake – From Wenchuan 
to Yingsiu

 Student: SHI Hanting / CIVL

 Advisor: ZHANG Limin / CIVL

When a severe earthquake struck Wenchuan in Sichuan Province on 12 May 2008, it rapidly became the 

greatest tragedy to hit China for several decades. The disaster brought pain and sorrow to thousands of 

people and destroyed countless buildings. The earthquake, measuring 8.0 on the Richter scale, also 

created numerous landslides in the Minjiang Valley. 

According to satellite pictures, nearly half of the Minjiang area has been covered or seriously affected by 

landslides. The major danger lies in the thousands of landslide lakes formed during this process and the 

flooding that could occur due to the failure of landslide dams. In this research project, the long-term 

effects of the landslides are discussed, in particular those in the zone from Wenchuan to Yingsiu. Recent 

data from the area and a study of the 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake in Taiwan are used to make conjectures 

and predictions about the effect of these landslides over the long term.

Long-term Effects of the Wenchuan Earthquake: 
Upstream Geo-hazards of the Minjiang River

 Student: SUN Yichen / CIVL

 Advisor: ZHANG Limin / CIVL

The geo-hazards caused by the 12 May 2008 Wenchuan earthquake and the 20,000-plus aftershocks 

continue to reshape the local topography. The geo-hazards include collapse, landslide, debris flow, and 

dam lake. Data reveal that the cumulative vertical displacement across the central and frontal Longmenshan 
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fault belt is about five to six meters. The Wenchuan earthquake, caused by thrust-faulting, was a 

manifestation of eastward growth of the Tibetan Plateau under the action of continuous convergence of 

the Indian and Eurasian continents. To understand the long-term effects of the earthquake, both the 

topographical changes upstream in the Minjiang Valley and a comparison with the 1999 Taiwan Chi-Chi 

Earthquake are examined in this study.

Group Behavior and Its Effect During Flood 
Disasters

 Student: WANG Shirui / BBA

 Advisor: ZHANG Limin / CIVL

In disasters, the attitudes and actions of people at risk are often observed individually. Interestingly, by 

interacting with other group members, people tend to behave differently.

Families and communities are the most common small groups. When disasters such as flooding occur, 

people make decisions and undertake evacuation as a family unit. People may also take action based on 

their neighbors’ response, so these social networks can be regarded as groups. Organizations and local 

departments can also sometimes be called groups.

The study of group behavior is a branch of social psychology. Flood risk analysis and management belong 

to the engineering domain. By combining these two research fields, interesting findings may result. This 

research project takes a closer look at the effects of group behavior during flood disasters. 

Urban Tunneling

 Student: YU Meng / CIEV

 Advisor: ZHAO Jidong / CIVL

As an integrated part of modern construction procedures, urban tunneling has been widely used in 

developing and/or redeveloping many large cities around the world. However, the fast pace of 

urbanization means many tunneling-related issues remain unresolved and a large number of new 

challenges have emerged. Continuous research and development on this topic is required to provide 

feasible solutions. 
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Over the past decade, new tunneling theories and advanced materials and construction technologies have 

been developed in an attempt to improve the quality, safety and efficiency of construction and to mitigate 

potential damage caused by tunneling and tunnel construction. This project summarizes the latest urban 

tunneling research through an extensive literature review undertaken to gain a broad understanding of the 

urgent problems, current developments in tunneling-related research and practical construction 

approaches.

In particular, the theory of cavity expansion has been adapted to tackle tunneling problems under various 

conditions. Issues related to reducing ground deformation and strengthening tunnel stability have been 

investigated. Meanwhile, a variety of methods regarding ground movement monitoring and tunneling 

reinforcement are summarized and their relative advantages and applicable conditions compared.

Peer-to-Peer (P2P) and Wireless Networking

 Student: LAM Lai Chun / COMP

  POON Chi Yin / COMP

  WAI Wing Hei / COMP

 Advisor: CHAN Gary S. H. / CSE

The project seeks to develop SmartMesh, a wireless mesh network for ubiquitous wireless access. The tasks 

carried out include analyzing statistics on the speed and latency of the wireless network, optimizing and 

automating ESSIDs for the mesh routers (A2), programming for failure-recovery of the multi-parent 

feature, modifying the client part of monitor system, researching roaming and testing the theory.

Peer-to-Peer (P2P) and Wireless Networking

 Student: WANG Tianxiao / ELEC

 Advisor: CHAN Gary S. H. / CSE

This study aims to develop a proxy-based peer-to-peer network for internet protocol television (IPTV) to 

achieve scalability and service quality. There are two layers in the network overlay: the proxy layer and the 

client layer. In the proxy layer, there is a low dynamic, high availability and powerful proxy server 

network. FastMesh is employed in this layer. In the client layer, overlay characteristics are highly dynamic 

with less powerful end-users. Scalable Island Multicast (SIM), a hybrid of unicast and IP multicast, is 

employed in this layer. 
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BUGSPIDER

 Student: HU Dongchen / ECE

  LIU Tan / CPEG

  REN Yinglun / COMP

  ZHAO Yu / ELEC

 Advisor: CHEUNG Shing Chi / CSE

 Co-advisor: KIM Sunghun / CSE

To facilitate bug characteristics studies and related bug detection research, this project develops a system 

called BUGSPIDER to automatically collect, analyze, categorize and learn from bugs over the web.

After finishing the project, BUGSPIDER should:

- contain a default list of keywords that can be used to filter out bug indication information 

- be able to identify and list all bugs in a project from bug indication information, and  associate each 

identified bug with code changes in the source code

- be able to automatically categorize bugs into different clusters

- iteratively help users to find particular types of interesting bugs.

Improvement Studies on the RFID αGate 
Portal

 Student: LEUNG Chun Yin / COMP

  WONG Kai Hang Herbert / COMP

 Advisor: CHEUNG Shing Chi / CSE

RFID Intelligent Dock Gate System: αGate Portal

αGate Portal is an automatic data intake, calibration and analytical device which can anchor  the optimal 

positions of merchandise, antennas and tags in RFID applications. Combining the spinning metal 

platform, RFID antennas will be automatically placed in an optimal position and orientation, capturing, 

synthesizing and analyzing data, and therefore benchmarking the performance of RFID devices and tags 

against a preset or variable environment. Our research seeks to enhance the electro-mechanical 

mechanism of αGate Portal. The enhancement includes components that span the mechanics, hardware 

and software of the portal.
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Game Development Using Wireless Sensor 
Network-enabled Minicars

 Student: QIU Qianhao / CPEG

  XU Teng / COMP, MATH

 Advisor: CHEUNG Shing Chi / CSE

In our earlier project, we developed a communication system consisting of a minicar, PC and two TelosB 

motes. The system enables the minicar to collect data from its sensors periodically. The minicar can then 

assemble the collected data in packets and send them to the TelosB attached to it via a UART port. The 

TelosB mote on the minicar transfers all the data to another mote on the PC. After receiving data from its 

UART port, the PC displays all the readings on screen. The PC derives the minicar’s situation based on the 

received data, and issues instructions via the TelosB motes to control the minicar’s movement.

This project aims to make the following improvements:

- introduce another minicar sensor – the accelerometer 

- re-design the layout of the PC console and added more functionality

- develop a new mode of control

- re-order the source code for the minicar console for easier and neater version control

- make other changes and minor adjustments, such as an increase in data transferring speed.

A Bug Characteristics Study for Multithreaded Java 
Programs

 Student: WANG Yuxing / MATH

 Advisor  CHEUNG Shing Chi / CSE

 Co-advisor: XU Chang / CSE

Several concurrency bugs can be found in Apache Derby, which is written in Java. This report mainly 

discusses an atomicity violation bug in Apache Derby and an experiment to test the probability that this 

bug occurs.

The study sets out to:

(1) Find concurrency bugs in Derby from its bug database, and the bug patterns and buggy interleaving of 

these bugs. Keywords used to search for concurrency bugs: “thread”, “concurrency”, “synchronization”, 

“race”, “lock” and their variations.

(2) Apply testing to identify the existence of an atomicity violation bug in a multi-threaded program. The 

bug examined in this project is an atomicity violation bug reported in Derby-2861.
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Secret Sharing with the Chinese Remainder Theorem for 
Polynomials

 Student: JIANG Yu / CSIE

 Advisor: DING Cunsheng / CSE

Secret sharing is a method of distributing a secret among a group of participants, each of which is allocated 

a share of the secret. The secret can be reconstructed only when the shares are combined together so 

individual shares are no use on their own. 

In this research study, I explore some basic threshold secret sharing schemes involving different 

mechanisms. Early approaches include Shamir’s threshold secret sharing scheme, which is based on 

polynomial interpolation, and Blakley’s geometric threshold secret sharing scheme. To cope with the 

problem that these two schemes require large amounts of storage for all the shares and too much 

computational cost, new schemes are proposed. I also introduce schemes using the Chinese remainder 

algorithm, such as the well-known Mignotte’s and Asmuth-Bloom’s schemes.

Threshold Secret Sharing Schemes

 Student: WANG Jueyi / CSE

 Advisor: DING Cunsheng / CSE

I first introduce the meaning of threshold secret sharing schemes and three typical schemes: Shamir’s 

scheme based on polynomial interpolation in a two-dimensional space; Blakley’s scheme originated from 

the intersections of some high-dimensional planes in a high-dimensional space; and Asmuth-Bloom’s 

scheme based on the Chinese remainder theorem.  I then show other threshold schemes inspired by these 

three fundamental schemes and C. Ding’s five schemes mainly based on the Chinese remainder theorem.  

Finally, I examine the practical application of threshold secret sharing schemes in image sharing. 

Secret Sharing with the Chinese Remainder Theorem for 
Polynomials

 Student: WANG Tao / MATH

 Advisor: DING Cunsheng / CSE

Secret sharing schemes (SSS) are used to conceal a secret among n parties by a “dealer” such that the 

cooperation of some or all of them is necessary to recover the secret. They are often used in cryptographic 

protocols, to safeguard keys, and to enable shared access to critical information.
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In this project, I investigate different types of secret sharing schemes, focusing in particular on those using 

the Chinese remainder theorem, in an attempt to discover new ways of using Shamir’s secret sharing when 

its moduli are taken to be polynomials of the second degree.

Porting Google Android to the Ebox-II Platform

 Student: CHU Hiu Fai /COMP

  LAM Man Yu / COMP

  ZHAO Jiachen / EEIC

 Advisor: MUPPALA Jogesh / CSE

Android has been successfully ported to x86 architecture such as Eee PC. But few have tried to port 

Android to Ebox-II. In this project we try to accomplish this task.

- About Ebox-II

Ebox-II is an x86 device.

- About Android

Android is the first free, open source, and fully customizable mobile platform. It is a mobile operating 

system running on the Linux kernel. 

- About Android x86

Android has been ported to Eee PC successfully. There are several projects around the world that aim to 

provide a complete solution for Android on the x86 platform. Currently, they use ASUS Eee PC as the 

reference platform. 

Exploring Google Android Platform 
Applications

 Student: LIU Bojin / COMP

 Advisor: MUPPALA Jogesh / CSE

Google Android is a mobile device operating system. With the release of Android, Google created 

development tools and tutorials to help deve1opers produce applications for this system. The platform 

software development kit (SDK) is the main tool for developing applications. Google also provides a 

mobile phone emulator for Android applications to run on. Here, I use the SDK to explore the features 

that Android provides for developing applications and the emulator to try applications. As Android 

applications are written in Java, a Java integrated development environment (IDE), such as Eclipse, is 

needed to use the Android SDK. The core of the Android SDK is the application programming interface 

(API). The Android SDK has Google APIs to tie an application into the existing Google service.
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Processing Data in a Noisy RFID Environment

 Student: GAO Xiang / COMP 

  YUE Yang / COMP 

  ZHAO Zhou / COMP

 Advisor: NG Wilfred S. H. / CSE

Radio frequency identification (RFID) is one of the most promising identification and tracking 

technologies, and has been deployed in many innovative areas. However, the unreliability and bulkiness 

of data volume prevents RFID from a huge amount of potential applications. In this project, we classify 

possible errors into low level and high level. We use smoothing and filtering to eliminate low-level noise 

and we correct high-level errors by referring to location connectivity and other knowledge from original 

data. To represent unrepairable data, we introduce the probability nodes set concept and efficiently 

encode them. We also propose a new scheme that supports longer and cyclic path storage as well as data 

compression.

Techniques for Clustering Incomplete Rankings

 Student: HONG Ke / COMP

  ZHUO Weipeng / COMP

 Advisor: NG Wilfred S. H. / CSE

Recommendation systems play an important role in next generation web services. Clustering techniques 

are widely used in recommendation systems to ensure the quality of recommendations to internet users. 

For example, in a movie recommendation system, users sharing similar movie interests (usually 

represented by rankings) are clustered.  Recommendations for a specific user can then be generated by 

aggregating the preferences of other users in the same cluster.  However, current clustering techniques for 

rankings are far from mature. For example, in real applications such as the movie recommendation 

system, the majority of users only rank a small subset of items, making the clustered rankings incomplete. 

In this project, we adapt a traditional clustering algorithm for clustering rankings and carry out 

experiments on both synthetic datasets and a real movie dataset. Experimental results show that our 

clustering approach provides reasonable clustering performance. 
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Functional Dependency in Probabilistic Relations and a 
Chase Algorithm for Maintaining Consistency

 Student: SHAO Yufeng / COMP

  WU You / COMP

 Advisor: NG Wilfred S. H. / CSE

The problem of maintaining consistency of relations with uncertain data has been widely studied, mainly 

by means of fuzzy sets. Less has been done on a probabilistic model. However, there are some notable 

examples of database management systems (DBMS) using probabilistic models including Orion, MystiQ 

and Trio. The study here extends the imprecise relational model by attaching a probability to each 

uncertain value. It defines a new notion of functional dependency in probabilistic relations and presents 

a chase algorithm for maintaining consistency of a probabilistic relation over a specific type of functional 

dependency set. It also discusses two alternative chase algorithms for this model and some other issues 

related to maintaining consistency in probabilistic databases, such as foreign key constraints.

Mining a Social Network from Cellular Telephone Call 
Records and a Preliminary Attempt on Efficient Time 
Series Influence Maximization

 Student: LI Maocheng / COMP

 Advisor: NI Lionel / CSE

This project seeks to build a social network from cellular telephone call detail records collected in a city in 

China. It is believed such a social network can represent real-world social interaction between people. 

Standard measurements are deployed for better understanding of the properties of such a social network.

After familiarization with the social network, the study seeks to solve the influence maximization 

problem, i.e. to select the group of individuals (users in this scenario) who have greater influence than 

normal users.

Rather than the traditional static algorithms employed to find the most influential individuals in social 

networks, the research here tries to utilize time series analysis to find and predict candidate individuals. 

This has the potential to provide a much more efficient and accurate solution due to the dynamics and 

frequent changes in real-world social networks.
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Visual Analysis of Financial News 

 Student: CHAU Lik Hang / CPGBM

  LAI Kin San / COGBM

 Advisor: QU Huamin / CSE

The research project introduces a new visual analytic system called Text Graph that enables users to 

visually organize, abstract, and analyze news streams and other text documents. Our system brings the 

multiple attributes of text documents, the dynamic relations between text documents and keywords, the 

micro-relations among keywords, and the macro relations among documents into one coherent analytical 

context. The system developed specializes in visualization of “hidden” relations.

Visualization of Urban Environment – Integration of 
Image Sharing Techniques and Virtual Globe 
Systems

 Student: LIU Haoxin / CSIE

 Advisor: QU Huamin / CSE

The objective of this study is to develop a more attractive and realistic method of image sharing than the 

methods in use on most photo-sharing websites. The project develops a way to realize image sharing in a 

three-dimensional virtual environment. 

Visualization Techniques for 3-D Virtual Urban 
Environments

 Student: XU Yisheng / CPEG

 Advisor: QU Huamin / CSE

Google SketchUp is a 3-D modeling program for architects, civil engineers and related professions. The 

software is designed to be easy to learn and use. It is also powerful. I study how to use Google SketchUp, 

analyze its pros and cons, and create a model using one of the buildings at HKUST. I also scan the same 

building using a 3-D scanner and design an algorithm to eliminate redundant points of the 3-D point 

cloud.
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Visualization Techniques for 3-D Virtual Urban 
Environments – Study on Bridge Removal in Satellite 
Images – for the Presence of 3-D Bridge Models in Google 
Earth

 Student: YU Yue / COMP, MATH

 Advisor: QU Huamin / CSE

This study points out an existing problem (redundant 2-D bridge images with the presence of 3-D bridge 

models) in the popular virtual globe program Google Earth, conducts a survey on various approaches to 

solve this problem, and conceives an ideal automatic bridge removal process using image processing tools. 

It then discusses a patch-based inpainting algorithm and its implementation; and tests and evaluates its 

capability to serve as part of the automatic bridge removal process. Finally, possible future work is 

suggested. 

A Comparison and Analysis of Visual Odometry in 
Different Configurations

 Student: SHI Jiahui / CPEG

 Advisor: QUAN Long / CSE

Measurement of ego-motion is highly important in the control and planning of autonomous vehicles and 

robots, augmented reality and 3-D model reconstruction. The project reviews work involving visual 

odometry and compares the advantages and disadvantages of different configurations, including 

monocular and stereo cameras, with and without inertial measurement units (IMUs). It investigates the 

implementation of a real-time ego-motion measurement system using fusion of a stereo camera and an 

IMU. It also compares the system’s performance with and without an IMU. Results show that combining 

a camera and an IMU can achieve better performance. The system measures the ego-motion in six degrees 

of freedom (DOF) and outputs its position, orientation, linear velocities and angular rates.  Tests were 

held in a normal working environment. A low-cost IMU was used, which had significant bias and noise, 

and updated angular motion at 50Hz. The stereo camera had a 15cm baseline that captures color videos 

and updates linear motion at 14Hz.
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Mesh Optimization

 Student: LIU Haixiang / COMP, MATH

 Advisor: SANDER Pedro / CSE

In modem graphic technology, the 3-D meshes for a particular program or a game can be huge. Vertex 

information also needs to be transferred into the vertex buffer before rendering each triangle. To increase 

the efficiency of using the vertex buffer, this research project seeks to reorder the triangles to be rendered. 

Here, I brainstorm several solutions and try to implement one or two. I also try to implement Lin and Yu’s 

algorithm.

Using the MLA Algorithm to Generate a Rendering 
Sequence of Triangular Meshes and Quad Meshes

 Student: WANG Nannan / MATH, COMP

 Advisor: SANDER Pedro / CSE

Nowadays, computer graphics applications use different polygons to increase image realism. Triangular 

meshes are the most common. Quad meshes are also widely used due to their particular geometric 

features. If the mesh is rendered on a per-polygon basis, then using a cache to store recently processed 

vertex will be faster because each vertex is shared by several polygons. 

This study tries to work out a mesh rendering sequence to minimize the average number of cache misses, 

as measured by the average cache miss ratio (ACMR). Many algorithms are based on the idea of best use 

of mesh locality. Much work has been done using triangular meshes. However, much less has focused on 

quad meshes or arbitrary polygon meshes. The project explores whether an algorithm for triangular 

meshes can be generalized to quad meshes or arbitrary polygon meshes. In addition, it looks at whether 

there is a way to triangulate quad meshes properly to reduce the ACMR or not.

View-independent Triangle Order Optimization for 3-D 
Animated Mesh Rendering

 Student: YAN Zhepeng / COMP, MATH

 Advisor: SANDER Pedro / CSE

This project presents algorithms that aim to improve the time efficiency of 3-D animated mesh rendering 

in computer animation. The algorithms boost rendering efficiency by pre-processing 3-D animated 

triangle mesh models and producing a reordering of triangles that allows the graphics processing unit 

(GPU) to efficiently cull vertices and pixels during rendering.
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The study first reviews previous work in view-independent triangle ordering algorithms for static models 

and other optimization techniques. Then it presents some possible ways to  extend algorithms for static 

models to animated models and analyzes the pros and cons for each of them. The research also describes 

experimental results to compare these approaches. Finally, it point outs possible future directions.

Results show the algorithms greatly reduce overdraw and speed up the rendering process.

Multi-touch Interfaces for 3-D Modeling

 Student: LIU Jingbo / COMP, EEIC

 Advisor: TAI Chiew Lan / CSE

Multi-touch technology is becoming prevalent, the iPhone being a popular example. This technology 

changes the conventional way people interact with computers.

Multi-touch interfaces are currently used mainly for viewing and manipulation of 2-D objects such as 

images and text. For 3-D applications, multi-touch interfaces are available only for navigating virtual 3-D 

spaces or viewing 3-D objects. Developing multi-touch interfaces for 3-D modeling and editing purposes 

is challenging since 3-D manipulation is much more complicated than 2-D manipulation. As the first step 

toward developing such multi-touch interfaces, this UROP project seeks to design and implement a 

real-time finger registration method that can determine whether the user is using their left or right hand 

on a touchscreen as well as which contact points come from which fingers.

Tool Set for Spreadsheet Testing

 Student: LI Yuliang / CSE

  LI Zhaohua / CSE

 Advisor: XU Chang / CSE

 Co-advisor: CHEUNG Shing Chi / CSE

People use Microsoft Excel for widely different purposes. Given this, first, we summarize several of its 

main properties and possible errors that can be caused by misunderstanding Excel rules in order to widen 

knowledge of Excel as well as to avoid errors. By applying mutation operators developed in previous 

research, we also implement a tool set for spreadsheet testing which can help users define and generate 

random test cases and evaluate the adequacy of a test case. We describe our tool set by showing its design 

and implementation. In addition, we study two real samples chosen from a financial modeling book.
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Summary of Selected Work from WSDM’09

 Student: SHEN Si / MATH

 Advisor: YANG Qiang / CSE

With the explosion in the size of data online, clustering and classification have become reasonable ways in 

which to tackle the chunks and categorize data in a more applicable and convenient log. Four data mining 

studies are included in this summary covering clustering users into groups, clustering webpages by tags, 

classifying tags, and classifying music using tags.

Lego Robot Application

 Student: XIAO Sa / COMP

 Advisor: YANG Qiang / CSE

Given its map, the Lego robot in this study should begin at its starting point and move smoothly toward 

the ending point. When it reaches the ending point, the robot should search for and grab a red ball which 

has been placed there in advance. 

Along the way from starting to ending point, there may be obstacles which the robot needs to avoid. As 

the Lego robot can only be connected to other equipment by Bluetooth, the equipment used to send 

action signals to the robot must be able to do so through Bluetooth. However, the valid distance of 

Bluetooth communication is limited. Thus wireless is needed to pass on path and action sequences. Here, 

the robot carries a PDA so that the PDA can communicate with the robot wherever it is and also connect 

by wireless to a PC to get action sequences wherever the PC is.

Mathematical and Computational Aspects of Collaborative 
Filtering for Recommender Systems

 Student: CHAN Yun Kwan / COMP, MATH

  CHANG Victor / COGBM

 Advisor: YEUNG Dit Yan / CSE

Collaborative filtering (CF) is a popular approach for recommender systems, with maximum margin 

matrix factorization (MMMF) a commonly used CF method. In this report, we discuss some MMMF 

implementation issues. For the formulation, we use squared loss and the Frobenius norm. Along with the 

simple gradient descent method, we also implement the conjugate gradient method for comparison. 

Using a sparse data structure can reduce running time and memory space while adding a bias term can 

improve the quality of the result. Our experiments show how different aspects can be improved.
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Network Beamforming Using Single and Multiple Relay 
Selection

 Student: HU Yu / ELEC

 Advisor: CHENG Roger S. K. / ECE

This research project focuses on wireless beamforming with perfect channel information at receiver and 

relays. Relay selection can be used for both amplify-and-forward (AF) and decode-and-forward (DF) 

networks. Here, an AF protocol is used. The selection method requires limited feedback. The study 

compares the outage probability of selection and optimal schemes. It derives single-relay selection, 

multiple-relay selection, and the optimal scheme to make comparisons. Simulation shows that selection 

can make a balance between feedback bits and performance.

Multilingual Wikipedia

 Student: CHEN Yuncong / ELEC

 Advisor: FUNG Pascale N. / ECE

In this report, I summarize my work on the Multilingual Wikipedia project during Summer 2009. 

Motivation and the expected outcome for the project are presented first. An overview of the system 

architecture is described in the second part. The third section is dedicated to the different techniques and 

tools related to each stage of the process. An evaluation of finished modules and existing problems is then 

presented. The report ends with a look at future work.

Multilingual Speech Recognition

 Student: DOU Ying / ELEC

 Advisor: FUNG Pascale N. / ECE

The study reviews automatic speech recognition (ASR) and multilingual linguistic rules, with emphasis on 

code-switching speech between Cantonese and English in Hong Kong. It also starts to develop a 

Cantonese speech recognition system using the HTK toolkit.
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A Review of Automatic Keyword Extraction

 Student: DUAN Xiyu / ELEC

 Advisor: FUNG Pascale N. / ECE

In this project, different methods for automatic keyword extraction are presented, including the standard 

procedure using TF-IDF, keyword extraction using linguistic features, co-occurrence information, 

domain knowledge and keyword extractions from abstracts and titles. Finally, a comparison and summary 

of different keyword extraction methods are given.

Solar Cells

 Student: LAN Shiting / PHYS

 Advisor: KWOK Hoi Sing / ECE

The search for new energy sources has aroused the interest of scientists. Among all the possible energy 

sources, the solar cell stands out as one of the most important because it directly converts solar radiation 

into electrical energy, which is both clean and reproducible.  The solar cell is based on the photovoltaic 

effect in semiconductors and converts the energy of incident photons into electrical energy by creating an 

electron-hole pair in a semiconductor. The two most important aspects of a solar cell are conversion 

efficiency and production cost, which means cells with the highest possible efficiency need to be produced 

at a relatively acceptable production cost. My task is to study surface antireflection coatings used to trap 

light inside the solar cell and prevent them being reflected out of the front surface to increase the total 

conversion efficiency of the solar cell produced. Porous surface textures are of particular interest. 

Experiments and simulations are carried out, using different surface arrangements focused mainly on 

porous structures, and results are analyzed and compared to primitive one-layer anti-reflection coatings 

and other published results.

Fabrication and Characterization of LEDs

 Student: CHEN Guowang / ELEC

 Advisor: LAU Kei May / ECE

The study investigates whether our recently made pure p-GaN layer, grown on silicon, is good or not by 

examining (1) the circular transmission line method (CTLM) to obtain contact resistivity between the 

current spreading layer metal (Ni/Au) and pure p-GaN layer, plus sheet resistance of p-GaN; (2) the I-V 

curve of LED devices on different kinds of substrate; and (3) the Hall measurement.
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Fabrication and Characterization of UV-LED

 Student: HUO Li / ELEC

 Advisor: LAU Kei May / ECE

This project fabricates four ultra-violet light emitting diodes (UV-LED) using different methods and 

materials. These are named 20-1, 20-2, 20-3 and 20-4 respectively. The study collects data on forward 

voltage (VF), light-emitting power (LOP), wavelength (WLP), current at negative 5 volts (IR), among 

other areas after fabrication, to find the merits and drawbacks of each fabrication process.

The first UV-LED (20-1) employs Ni/Au as the current spreading layer and is fabricated using the 

standard process. As Ni/Au is commonly used in LED fabrication, the second UV-LED (20-2) introduces 

Ag/ITO as the current spreading layer. By comparing these two UV-LEDs, conclusions can then be drawn 

about the advantages and disadvantages of each material. The plan for the third UV-LED (20-3) is to 

fabricate it using a simplified process, with Ag/ITO as the current spreading layer. By comparing it with 

20-2, the advantages and disadvantages of the standard and simplified processes can be shown. The study 

seeks to fabricate the last UV-LED (20-4) on a patterned sapphire using the standard process and Ni/Au 

as the current spreading layer. By comparing this with 20-1, the effects of the patterned sapphire can be 

discovered.

Dynamic Power, Subband Allocation and Feedback 
Threshold Control for Delay-sensitive OFDMA Systems 
under Feedback Cost Constraint

 Student: HUANG Qingqing / EEGBM

 Advisor: LAU Vincent / ECE

The study considers a “feedback-cost constrained” delay-optimal resource allocation problem for a 

downlink OFDMA system with one base station and K users. The system has a feedback threshold for each 

mobile and a mobile is only allowed to feedback when the local channel condition exceeds the threshold. 

As a result, the system feedback overheads can be adjusted by controlling the feedback threshold. Unlike 

traditional approaches, which consider a single static feedback threshold for all users, this research 

considers dynamic feedback threshold control. 

Specifically, the study is interested in designing power control, subband allocation as well as feedback 

threshold control policies to minimize the average delay of OFDMA systems under feedback cost 

constraint. The power and subband allocation controls are adaptive to the instantaneous channel state 

information (CSI) and queue state information (QSI) whereas the feedback threshold control is adaptive 

to the QSI of all users. The problem is modeled as a K-dimensional infinite horizon average cost partially 

observed Markov decision problem (POMDP), which is known to be a difficult problem due to the “curse 

of dimensionality”. Here, a novel low complexity solution is proposed based on stochastic learning. 
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For instance, the special problem structure is exploited and the POMDP problem transformed into an 

“equivalent Bellman equation”, that is a fixed-point problem over the functional space. Then, a 

feature-based linear approximation for the value function associated with the Bellman equation is 

proposed and the problem solved using low complexity online stochastic learning. The research proves 

that under some mild conditions, the feature-based online learning algorithm converges almost surely to 

the solution. It also illustrates via simulation that the proposed online algorithm has superior 

performance over various existing state-of-the-art baseline schemes. 

Snake Robot Control

 Student: CHAN Lok Sang / MECH

 Advisor: LI Zexiang / ECE

Snakes do not have limbs for locomotion and it might therefore appear that they would have trouble 

moving around. Instead, snakes have developed a unique form of locomotion, enabling them to move in 

conditions where other creatures cannot and attracting great interest among robotic engineers. This 

project aims to inspire ideas for applications and features for snake robots through research on recent 

snake robots and snake characteristics. As part of the project, a simple snake robot with specific 

requirements will be created to explore the process of building such a robot.

Visual Tracking

 Student: DAI Hongkai / ELEC

 Advisor: LI Zexiang / ECE

This project seeks to develop a tracking system that integrates automatic scene geometry estimation, 2-D 

object detection, 3-D localization, trajectory estimation, and tracking for dynamic scene interpretation.

Dynamic Modeling and Control for Co-axial 
Helicopters

 Student: LI Xiaoyu / ELEC

 Advisor: LI Zexiang / ECE

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have been widely applied in military and civilian areas. In relation to 

other types of UAVs, a co-axial helicopter has advantages of payload efficiency for the same engine power 

and a quick response to control inputs. In this project, we focus on the aerodynamic modeling and control 

system design of a miniature co-axial helicopter.
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Ultra Low Power Voltage Reference

 Student: WANG Lu / ELEC

 Advisor: MOK Philip K. T. / ECE

A bandgap voltage reference is an analog circuit that produces a fixed voltage independent of process 

variation, power supply variation and especially temperature variation. There are many voltage reference 

designs with a low temperature coefficient, low line regulation (variation of output voltage versus supply 

voltage), low power supply rejection ratio and more importantly low power consumption.

In this project, I concentrate on voltage reference design with ultra low-power consumption.  I first show 

a typical voltage reference design to allow readers to understand the general concept of voltage reference 

designs. Then I present three of my best low power voltage reference designs and compare their 

advantages and disadvantages. Finally, I give some suggestions on future topics for research.

Wireless Feedback Control

 Student: YE Xutao / ELEC

 Advisor: QIU Li / ECE

The main objective of this study is to build up the wireless communication channel for controlling the 

inverted pendulum. Another goal is to read different papers on network control to learn the different 

models that authors have used to describe the channels and quantizers, and the different mathematical 

tools they used to analyze control problems.

Low Power Synthesis for Razor Circuit

 Student: LAI Liangzhen / ELEC

 Advisor: TSUI Chi Ying / ECE

Razor is a new voltage management concept for dynamic voltage scaled (DVS) processors. The essential 

part of the concept is the so-called razor flip-flop, a delay-error tolerant flip-flop. The standard positive 

edge-triggered D flip-flop (DFF) is augmented with a shadow latch, which samples at the negative clock 

edge. Timing errors are detected using a comparator to compare the output of the main DFF and shadow 

latch. Error signals go through an OR tree to generate the global error signal.
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A Comparative Study of Analytical Methods for Solar Cell 
Model Parameters Extraction

 Student: FU Hao / ELEC

 Advisor: WONG Man / ECE

An accurate knowledge of solar cell model parameters is of vital importance for evaluating the 

performance of solar cells as they are closely related to the internal physical properties of the devices. In 

this study, two analytical methods for extracting the model parameters of a single-diode solar cell are 

studied and compared.

Modeling and Characterization of Solar Cell 
Report

 Student: YIN Jufeng / ELEC

 Advisor: WONG Man / ECE

The powerful simulation tool, Medici, is first used to simulate the structure of a back-contact solar cell 

and then to adjust different parameters to see what effect each factor has on output. These dimensions 

include different parameters, for instance, the ratio of n junction over p junction, the total width of the 

cell, and the doping level of the cell. Through this series of simulations, I gain a great deal of useful data 

that matched our assumptions, and also some optimized results.

Optical and Electronic Networks-on-chip for 
Multiprocessor Systems

 Student: CHEN Lu / ELEC

 Advisor: XU Jiang / ECE

In Summer 2009, I worked on the topic given in the title above. By first discussing the architecture of the 

Cygnus router, a strictly non-blocking optical 5x5 router proposed by a previous paper, I gained the basic 

concepts of networks-on-chip and became familiar with the switching elements used to design optical 

routers, such as microresonators and waveguides. In optical router design, due consideration should be 

given to input signals’ loss of energy, which relates to the crossings in the router design. Minimal loss and 

non-blocking (without U-turns) have therefore become the main criteria of optical router designs. I 

worked on the design and optimization of a 4x4 turnaround router and 5x5 crossbar router architecture 

focused on reducing the loss of input signals.
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The 4x4 turnaround router serves as a node in fat-tree optical networks, passing signals between upper 

trees and lower trees or between two lower trees. Although I reduced one physical crossing from the 

original design, I later learnt that minimal physical crossings do not necessarily ensure minimal energy 

loss in a real time operation. The trick in this design is that two physical crossings combine into one, 

explaining why there is a loop in this router design. As light traverses the same crossing twice, the crossing 

is equivalent to two crossings in a real time operation. 

I employed Excel to help to analyze the 5x5 crossbar router’s architecture by counting how many crossings 

exist between two ports. I also utilized built-in functions, such as the sum function and average function, 

to identify the overall performance and worst-case path.

Analysis and Optimization of Optical Networks-on-chip 
for Next-generation Multiprocessor Systems

 Student: FENG Kai / EEIC

 Advisor: XU Jiang / ECE

On-chip communications are facing new challenges in the gigascale multiprocessor system-on-chip 

(MPSoC) paradigm. Nowadays, the number of transistors on a single chip has increased to huge numbers 

due to the rapid development of nanoscale CMOS technologies. Collaboration within the increasing 

number of functional units of  systems-on-chip (SoCs) is a crucial criterion for measuring SoC 

performance. The efficiency of the collaboration is determined by the on-chip communication 

architecture. 

Networks-on-chip (NoCs) are a promising solution to existing problems, which include communication 

bandwidth shortage and excessive power consumption. However, traditional metallic interconnects still 

consume significant amounts of power with non-negligible latency in order to deliver even higher 

communication bandwidth in the near future. 

Optical NoCs are based on optical interconnects and optical routers, and have significant bandwidth, 

speed, and power advantages. Optical interconnect networks have demonstrated their strength in 

multicomputer systems, on-board inter-chip interconnects, switching fabrics in core routers, among 

others. 

In this research project, I conduct a detailed study of the floor plan for optical NoCs, covering both mesh 

and torus networks. For each topological structure, I provide sets of equations to perform analysis based 

on the number of paths, hops, and energy loss in terms of the number of crossings. These equations can 

act as handy tools for future research in this field. Several approaches to optimize the topological 

structures are also proposed based on the study and the properties of XY routing algorithms. In the 

simulations, the optimizations are evaluated by comparing the optimized topological structures with the 

original designs, with all possible cases taken into consideration. The results show that networks’ power 

consumption is effectively reduced after the optimizations are applied.
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Optical and Electronic Networks-on-chip for 
Multiprocessor Systems

 Student: LI Qi / ELEC

 Advisor: XU Jiang / ECE

Modern multiprocessor system-on-chip (MPSoC) designs show a clear trend toward  integration of multiple 

processor cores on a single chip. As the complexity of MPSoC increases, on-chip communication also 

increases. Traditional on-chip communication techniques have become a bottleneck for network-on-chip 

(NoC) performance because of limited bandwidth, long delay, large area and high power consumption. 

On-chip optical communication and integration technologies offer an attractive solution for MPSoC 

on-chip communication. Rapid progress in the past decade in relation to laser sources, silicon-based 

microresonators, silicon waveguides, and photodetectors has opened the door to optical networks-on-chip. 

Optical NoCs are based on optical interconnects and optical routers, and have significant bandwidth and 

power advantages. In this project, a clock distribution network based on H-tree for MxN mesh optical NoCs 

is proposed, and an analysis of the XY routing algorithm based on the optical router is performed.

The study proposes an H-tree based clock distribution network for MxN mesh optical NoCs, which 

consumes the least power and has the least interconnects with optical waveguides. The clock distribution 

network floor plan works for any MxN mesh network, and the least number of crossings equals 

2*[m/2]*[n/2] + 2*min([m/4],[n/4]) -3. A theoretical proof of the above result using mathematical 

induction is also included. 

For mesh based optical NoCs using a dimension order routing algorithm, messages are first sent along the 

X-dimension and then along the Y-dimension. In other words, at most one turn is allowed and that turn 

must be from the X-dimension to the Y-dimension. Using this principle, we can analyze the crossbar 

structure of an optical router in mesh optical NoCs. The key to determine the inner structure of the 

optical router is to analyze its function applying dimension order routing accordingly.

Laser Rangefinder for High Precision 3-D 
Imaging

 Student: CAO Lei / ELEC

 Advisor: YUAN George Jie / ECE

The objective of this project is to implement sensors for laser rangefinders which can be adopted in 

applications including 3-D imaging. The project sets out to achieve this goal by integrating sensors as 

pixels in 2-D array, where each independent pixel ranges the counterpart of the target and the 3-D image 

is developed based on information related to distance to fragments of the target. Various methods of 

implementation are investigated for laser ranging and the prevalent time-of-flight (TOF) method utilized. 

The main part of a sensing cell comprises a photon sensor and timing device. Thanks to avalanche 

photodiodes (APDs), low power consumption and high resolution are feasible. A conventional sensing 

pixel can also be arranged as an APD (quenching circuit) time-to-digital converter (TDC). Using this 

approach, sub-nanosecond resolution has already been carried out by many researchers.
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Time-to-Digital Converter for Laser Rangefinder

 Student: CHEN Li / ELEC

 Advisor: YUAN George Jie / ECE

The study describes three designs for time-to-digital converters (TDCs) implemented for applications in 

a laser rangefinder for 3-D image construction. The three designs are the buffer delay line, Vernier delay 

line and a combination of the first two methods. The latter design removes the need for long Vernier delay 

stages while measuring large phase differences using the Vernier delay line method.  With the last method, 

time is digitized to the nearest multiple of a constant buffer delay and finer time digitization, less than one 

buffer delay, is carried out using the Vernier delay line. These TDC circuits were designed and simulated 

in 0.7µm CMOS technology and achieved resolutions less than 150ps.

Ultrasonic Beamforming Processor Design

 Student: CHEN Liji / ELEC

 Advisor: YUAN George Jie / ECE

This project’s goal is to design an efficient processor which can produce an image fulfilling certain 

requirements. In the past, speed requirements have been the main difficulty in designing such a processor. 

Since the sigma-delta beamformer works at oversampling speed, the FIR filter at the back will need a large 

number of adders and multipliers which can work at high speed. 

Here, the design uses two filters: the FIR matched filter; and the IIR matched filter. The study compares 

the hardware costs of both designs and verifies the differences as well as the benefits from each.

The project introduces some new techniques in the design to save hardware resources, for example, the 

use of a folded structure in the FIR matched filter. A pipeline structure is also used to address the speed 

issue.

Ultrasound Phase Array: Receiving 
Beamformer Design

 Student: FANG Yicheng / ELEC

 Advisor: YUAN George Jie / ECE

This study focuses on understanding the working principles of ultrasound imaging systems by reading 

papers and simulation. The aim is to design a receiving beamformer and hopefully implement it in VHDL.
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IC Noise Detection and Analysis

 Student: HU Xiaohao / ECE

 Advisor: YUAN George Jie / ECE

Power supply integrity is of great importance in high-performance system-on-chip (SoC) design. Power 

supply noise on a chip is mainly caused by parasitic inductance (L*di/dt) resulting from the network in 

the motherboard, bonding wire and on-die parasitics. With technology scaling, increased current drawn 

from the power supply line and clock frequency have worsened the Ldi/dt noise so that it is urgent to 

alleviate power supply noise in the presence of large transient current.

In this project, we adopt an active decap circuit design to suppress the Ldi/dt drop in the power supply 

line. The decap circuit amplifies and inverts the voltage drop in the power supply line and its output is 

connected to one terminal of load capacitance so that the total voltage variation seen by the capacitance is 

enlarged and can provide more charge to other circuit blocks. Simulation results show that the 

combination of passive and active decaps can suppress noise better than the use of passive decaps only.

Integrated Circuit Noise Analysis and Detection

 Student: LIU Rui / ELEC

 Advisor: YUAN George Jie / ECE

The integration of digital and analog circuitry to create systems-on-chip (SoCs) provides many 

advantages, such as reduced size, reduced cost and lower power dissipation.  However, the noise caused 

by digital circuitry can degrade the performance of the sensitive analog circuitry. The noise coupling 

mechanism is mainly due to voltage drop across bonding and package inductance during digital 

transitions of circuit nodes. Current spikes are created that couple through the power supply rails and 

shared silicon substrate. The substrate noise’s influence on analog circuitry occurs through the body 

effect. Varying body node potential leads to varying Vthreshold of the MOSFET, thus degrading the 

performance of the analog circuitry. The focus of this project is noise in the shared substrate. The modeled 

process is 0.35 um CMOS technology, 7um-thick lightly doped epi-layer (15 Ωcm, hereafter referred as 

epi-layer) grown on a highly doped bulk substrate (1 Ωcm, hereafter referred as substrate). Cadence 

software on the eea363.ee.ust.hk work station is used for simulation.
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Ultrasound Phase Array – the Design of a Receiving 
Beamformer

 Student: SUN Chang / ELEC

 Advisor: YUAN George Jie / ECE

The project is primarily centered on 2-D imaging with a linear phased array of transducers. In this study, 

the main focus is the methodology and algorithms for realization of a linear phased array digital 

beamformer using a simple linear interpolation beamforming technique. Details are provided on the 

delay time calculation, apodization coefficients and  interpolation technique. Algorithm implementation 

and simulation are both carried out using the CAD tool MATLAB. Some of the key MATLAB codes are 

discussed as well.

Study of a 3-D Laser Rangefinder Based on SPAD

 Student: YU Yang / ELEC

 Advisor: YUAN George Jie / ECE

To be equipped with sufficient specific knowledge, first I needed to have an overall view of a laser 

rangefinder and how it works. I then dig deeply into every important component to work out its 

mechanism – single-photon avalanche diode (SPAD) design, quenching circuit design, and 

time-to-digital converter. Part two involves output procedure for which I draw a functional circuit of the 

laser rangefinder using Cadence.

Loading Effects on Soft Tissues Using Different 
Arrangements of Concentric Probes

 Student: LOW Jun Wei / IEEM

 Advisor: GOONETILLEKE Ravindra S. / IELM

In general, applied pressure on a human interface can cause comfort or discomfort. This study aims to 

investigate the relationship between applied pressure and the subject’s perceived sensation. Applied 

pressure has two critical values: pressure discomfort threshold (PDT) and pressure pain threshold (PPT). 

The data corresponding to these two thresholds can be mathematically modeled. Overall, this project tries 

to provide information and useful methods to build a more precise and accurate experiment for a larger 

research study. In due course, the final results can be applied in design to improve comfort.
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Production Planning and Scheduling under 
Restrictive Cash Flow

 Student: GONG Ye / IELM

 Advisor: QI Xiangtong / IELM

This project’s objective is to study different methods and models of financing for small firms facing a 

restrictive cash flow situation. The models include delayed payment, merchant cash advances, mezzanine 

finance and customer financing. The study aims to relate these models to those learnt in class and to give 

suggestions to small firms.

Operations Planning under Restrictive Cash Flows in the 
Financial Crisis

 Student: YANG Yang / IELM

 Advisor: QI Xiangtong / IELM

During the recent financial crisis, manufacturing firms, especially small and medium-sized enterprises 

(SMEs), were put under severe financial stress. Banks restrained their credit and investors became more 

conservative, making it much more difficult for SMEs to find capital to finance production and 

operations. This project focuses on finding a potential combination of financing methods and production 

planning to help SMEs achieve positive returns under a restrictive cash flow situation.

First, a literature review is undertaken to provide an overall idea of the basic theory and classic models. 

Then an information search is conducted using various channels to gain insight into the current situation, 

practices, and problems that need to be solved. Finally, the strategy to be explored is specified and a model 

attempted to try to find a potentially feasible combination of financing and production planning for SMEs 

to survive and prosper when faced with restrictive cash flows. In this study, the first few stages are 

conducted analytically while the final modeling is more mathematical.

Emerging New Materials “Graphite and Graphene” for 
Nanoelectronics and Renewable Energy 
Applications

 Student: POON Ho Yee Timothy / CBPE

 Advisor: KIM Jang Kyo / MECH

Here, graphite oxide nanoplatelets (GONP) are incorporated into epoxy (Epon 828) to improve its 

electrical conductivity, thermal stability and viscoelastic properties. The electrical conductivity of 

GONP/epoxy composites are found to be significantly higher than that of graphite nanoplatelets 
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(GNP)/epoxy composites at the same filler content. The thermal stability of GONP/epoxy is found to 

decrease with the addition of GONP. The storage modulus and glass transition temperature varied 

similarly with GONP content: they decreased initially at low content, followed by a rapid increase at high 

content. The effects of the curing cycle on viscoelastic properties are also examined. 

Prototype Development and Pilot Testing of a Low-Cost 
Respiratory-Cardiovascular Biofeedback System

 Student: CHUN Wai Chun / MECH

 Advisor: LAM David C. C. / MECH

This project aims to produce a device for blood pressure regulation by monitoring breathing. It includes 

an experiment to study the effect of breathing patterns on blood pressure. I participated in the experiment 

and was responsible for data analysis related to it. The data analysis was carried out under the lead of 

teammate Ng Shing Pan. 

In the experiment, participants’ systolic blood pressure was increased by riding a bicycle. Different 

breathing patterns were used during cycling and when at rest and blood pressure changes observed.  The 

results show that breathing patterns can affect blood pressure, but no optimal breathing pattern was 

found in the experiment.

Prototype Development and Pilot Testing of a Low-Cost 
Respiratory-Cardiovascular Biofeedback System

 Student: FUNG Kwok Cheong / MECH

 Advisor: LAM David C. C. / MECH

This project aims to verify whether there is relationship between breathing and blood pressure. Results 

show that controlled breathing patterns do have an effect on blood pressure. Here, the feasibility of 

building a breathing monitoring device to reduce blood pressure is studied. I was responsible for 

developing the algorithms and programs for obtaining breathing rate, duration of inhalation and 

exhalation, heart rate and heart rate variability from self-built ECG monitoring devices, respiratory belts 

and accelerometers.
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Prototype Development and Pilot Testing of a Low-Cost 
Respiratory-Cardiovascular Biofeedback System

 Student: LAM Ka Ngai Alexander / MECH

 Advisor: LAM David C. C. / MECH

There are many medical apparatus on the market to help people check their blood pressure, heartbeat rate 

and sometimes their breathing pattern in order to treat heart disease. But few can check all these functions 

at the same time and teach the user ways to lower their blood pressure. In addition, medical treatment is 

expensive. The device in this project is designed to be low in price and to help people improve their health 

by monitoring different parameters and giving feedback at the same time.

I was mainly responsible for the electronic part, which involved conducting searches or designing some 

circuits to help the project run and carry out tests. The main items were the ECG monitor, breathing 

pattern monitor and wireless data transmission devices.

Prototype Development and Pilot Testing of a Low-Cost 
Respiratory-Cardiovascular Biofeedback System

 Student: LAU Chun Kang / MECH

 Advisor: LAM David C. C. / MECH

The goal of this project is to develop and test a low-cost respiratory-cardiovascular biofeedback system. A 

change in breathing pattern was found to have an effect on blood pressure, Thus it should be possible to 

develop a respiratory-cardiovascular biofeedback system.

I was one of the test subjects in the experiment to find the effect of breathing patterns on blood pressure. 

In addition to the breathing pattern experiment, I also needed to develop a method to monitor breathing. 

Two methods were tried, one using accelerometers and the other using respiratory belts, to test their 

feasibility in monitoring breathing patterns.

Prototype Development and Pilot Testing of a Low-Cost 
Respiratory-Cardiovascular Biofeedback System

 Student: NG Shing Pan / MECH

 Advisor: LAM David C. C. / MECH

In this experiment, participants rode a bicycle to increase systolic blood pressure and to enable 

investigation of  breathing patterns when riding or at rest for three minutes.  
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I made a schedule for obtaining data and data analysis. Data showed that systolic blood pressure increases 

when riding, decreases when at rest, and was different for different breathing patterns.  For all four people 

tested, there was a tendency for slow breathing to result in a larger decrease of systolic blood pressure at 

rest. However, the tendencies shown in systolic blood pressure increases during riding were different for 

the four people.

The project’s objectives were to make a device to check breathing rate, heart rate, blood pressure and RR 

interval (RRI) monitoring to measure heart rate variability. We also used this device to show that 

breathing patterns affect blood pressure and to look at whether the change in blood pressure is significant.

An Integrated Pressure Control System for Micro-fluidic 
Devices

 Student: KONG Yong Lin / MECH

 Advisor: YAO Shuhuai / MECH

To provide accurate control of fluid flows in micro-fluidic devices, an integrated pressure control system 

is designed, developed, assembled and calibrated. The three-channel control system is capable of 

controlling two channels of fluidic pressures ranging from 1 to 100 psi with accuracy of ±0.1 psi, and one 

channel ranging from 1 to 30 psi with accuracy of ±0.03 psi.

Building a “Green ATV” for Educational 
Demonstration

 Student: LOW Chuan Keat / MECH

  MA Jun / MECH

 Advisor: YUEN Matthew M. F. / MECH

 Co-advisor: CAI Lilong / MECH

ATV is the abbreviated form for all-terrain vehicle. As the name implies, an ATV is designed to handle a 

wider variety of terrain than most other vehicles.

This project presents a simple adaption of a gasoline-powered ATV. We change the drive system from 

gasoline engine to battery motor and use a simple circuit configuration to integrate a bank of ultra 

capacitors. Placed in parallel with the battery, the ultra capacitors serve to reduce periods of high current 

demand on the battery during acceleration and climbing. This configuration is simple enough for us to 

construct it without a great deal of control knowledge. It is also more intuitive, making it ideal for an 

educational demonstration of the technology.
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Asset-backed Securitization in Non-financial 
Firms

 Students: BIAN Guangchen / BBA

  LI Ru / ECOF

 Advisor: LIU Laura / FINA

In this project, we investigate the reasons for and consequences of industrial firms using asset-backed 

securitizations (ABS). Our findings indicate that ABS firms are larger, highly leveraged, and with less R&D 

to assets. ABS firms experience increasing asset return volatility, decreasing bond rating and an increase in 

total debt ratio. Firms with a higher marginal tax rate tend to borrow more using ABS. In addition, ABS 

firms’ bond and loan spreads increase post-ABS initiation, with ABS spread much lower than bond 

spread. 

Overall, our results are consistent with Leland’s (2007) model in that firms use ABS to achieve financial 

synergies. However, we also find that firms use less ABS post-accounting rule changes and less ABS if it has 

to be consolidated. This suggests that firms also care about account reporting in determining ABS usage.

Asset-backed Securitization in Non-financial 
Firms

 Student: CHEN Danchen / FINA

 Advisor: LIU Laura / FINA

Asset-backed securitization is a form of securitization in which value is derived and collateralized from a 

specified pool of a company’s assets. These underlying assets are typically a group of small and illiquid 

assets that are unable to be sold individually. They can range from payments from credit cards, auto loans, 

and mortgage loans to esoteric cash flows from aircraft leases, royalty payments, and movie revenues. 

Asset-backed securitization is a relatively new way of financing. More importantly, it was one of the major 

triggers for the 2008 financial crisis.

My interest lay in finding out whether a similar financial crisis could be avoided in the future. Initial 

research and deduction suggest that asset-backed securities could help to avoid similar problems but two 

questions loom: how could they help exactly and to what degree could they help? 
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Asset-backed Securitization in Non-financial 
Firms

 Student: SUN Yiwen / FINA

 Advisor: LIU Laura / FINA

Asset-backed securitization (ABS) of banks and other financial institutions has long been practiced. 

However, its fast expansion and central role in the 2008 financial crisis have taught the public a lesson and 

shown it can be a double-edged sword. ABS creates liquidity and provides risk diversification. Yet 

excessive liquidity combined with loose regulation will lead to credit risk being widely spread out and, 

ironically, eventually cause financial markets to freeze up. Similarly, in my view, asset-backed 

securitization in non-financial firms serves to create liquidity and reduce risk on the asset side of the 

balance sheet. Whether ABS takes the same form and attributes as in financial firms and in what particular 

ways it can benefit industrial corporations present new areas to explore.

Asset-backed Securitization in Non-financial 
Firms

 Student: XU Jing / ACCT

 Advisor: LIU Laura / FINA

Asset-backed securitization enables companies to gather funds from third parties by utilizing existing 

assets associated with generating cash flow. That is, the cash generated from the assets is used to pay back 

the related debt. Different types of firms choose different assets for securitization. For financial firms, 

loans such as mortgages, student loans and credit card receivables are popular choices. In industrial firms, 

accounts receivable (AR) is the most common type. This project focuses on securitizations in industrial 

firms.

In general, companies set up some special purpose entities (SPE) to hold these assets and then sell them to 

financial firms or use them as collateral to gather funds. Unlike traditional lending methods, companies 

prefer securitization due to the low cost of capital, the quick source of liquidity it provides, and accounting 

benefits.
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Real and Financial Hedging Incentives for 
Corporations

 Students: CHEN Yaxi / EEIC

  SUN Teng / MAEC

 Advisor: TSERLUKEVICH Yuri / FINA

 Co-advisor: BABENKO Ilona / FINA

A firm is occupied incessantly with real and financial activities or decisions before it is liquidated. 

Traditionally, economists tend to emphasize the investment side and have made rich discoveries 

regarding the implications for macroeconomic theory and policy. In the celebrated Modigliani-Miller 

(MM) irrelevance theorem, in a perfect world free from tax, bankruptcy costs and information 

asymmetry, a firm’s financial structure is irrelevant to its value. Therefore, for both mathematical 

simplicity and tractability, economists subjugate the effect of a firm’s financial activities as if financial 

decisions and financial hedging incentives do not play any significant or large-scale role in 

macroeconomic conditions. At the same time, financial researchers have long realized the limitations of 

the MM theorem and developed, among others, three major theories of a firm’s capital structure: the 

trade-off theory, the pecking-order theory and the market-timing theory. These theories emphasize 

different incentives and therefore lead to different predictions. While financial economists understand 

that real investment has a role in a firm’s related financial activities, due to mathematical complexity or 

intractability, most finance papers discussing a firm’s financial activities take investment as exogenous. In 

a limited number of structural corporate finance papers, such as Goldstein, Ju and Leland (2001), 

investment is endogenously incorporated into a firm’s financial decisions. How a firm’s real activities and 

financial activities interact with each other, and what might be missed if we fail to understand their 

interaction, is still elusive in current financial economics literature. This project makes some attempts to 

address the situation.

A Study of Efficient Order Taking Systems

 Students: CHAN Yuk Ying / MARK

  LI Ching / MARK

 Advisor: KWOK James S. H. / ISOM

Electronic point of sale (EPOS) systems are known for their cost effectiveness and operational efficiency 

and have been widely used in different industries. However, medium and small-scale restaurants are still 

an undeveloped market. In this paper, we identify ways to improve the existing EPOS model by 

comparing three of the most common workflow models in restaurant operations. These are: (a) workflow 

without point of sale (POS); (b)  workflow with POS; and (c) workflow with EPOS. Workflows are mainly 

compared in relation to user friendliness and the need to be familiar with computers. Here, an enhanced 

workflow model is advocated based on conceptual modifications that aim to improve existing EPOS 

systems for adoption by medium and small-scale restaurants in the user-friendly dimension. We identify 

five additional functionalities for existing EPOS: (1) customization in online ordering; (2) health orders; 
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(3) online booking; (4) delivery time forecasting; and (5) inventory management. The enhanced EPOS 

model can serve medium and small-scale restaurants in a more cost-effective way as well as provide 

greater internal accountability.

A Study of Household Karaoke Services

 Students: LUK Wai Man / IS

  MA Siu Lei / IS

  WONG Man Yan / IS

 Advisor: KWOK James S. H. / ISOM

At present, there are several business models in the karaoke business. The most popular is the karaoke 

box, where people usually go to an establishment, rent a room, and receive karaoke services. Alternatives, 

such as private karaoke sets and online karaoke systems, are also available to customers with different 

needs.

We observe another market opportunity that is currently underserved or being ignored – the household 

karaoke business. A household karaoke system with frequently updated music, comparable to that 

provided by karaoke boxes, calls for creativity and must be user-oriented. Traditional karaoke sets can no 

longer serve this purpose. We came up with an interactive household karaoke system linked to a network 

of servers and leveraged by a sophisticated network provided by a local network service provider. With 

this system, customers would be able to enjoy karaoke box-standard entertainment at home.

Emerging Technologies and Applications of Enterprise 
Systems

 Student: YUNG Ho / OM

 Advisor: LAU Ronald / ISOM

This research project centers on in-depth analysis of various basic Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) 

applications and extended ERP applications (such as supply chain management and customer 

relationship management). The study examines the concepts and  technologies of major applications to 

get a bigger and better picture of the whole ERP system. Case studies and examples of ERP applications 

are also included. 

One major outcome is the development of instructions for an extensive number of SAP applications. The 

work is divided into several modules, namely: financial accounting, sales and distribution, materials 

management, integrated production planning, human resources and reporting.
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Financial Risk Management

 Student: XU Rui / ECOF

 Advisor: SO Mike K. P. / ISOM

Value at Risk (VaR), which assesses the possible losses that can be incurred by a trader or a financial 

institution over a given period of time, is one of the most popular tools for measuring market risk in 

financial institutions. For regulatory reasons, the time horizon is usually 10 days, with models evaluated 

on daily returns. However, with the internet increasingly used as a vehicle for trading, day-trading, once 

exclusive to floor-traders, is available to all investors. Consequently, risk management is now obliged to 

keep pace with the market. For day traders, market makers or other highly active market agents, risk 

should be evaluated on shorter-than-daily time intervals since their investment horizon is generally less 

than a day. This study seeks to develop models for intraday VaR forecasting, with application to Hang 

Seng Index constituent stocks on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange.

Financial Outcomes of Political Contributions

 Student: HUANG Lijing / BBA

 Advisor: ZHANG Michael / ISOM

Some previous studies have concluded that political contributions bring positive financial outcomes on a 

firm-specific basis. Claessens, Feijen and Laeven examined Brazilian firms around the 1998 and 2002 

elections and found that firms that contributed to elected members generated higher stock returns and 

received significant bank financing. This indicates political connections may bring better access to bank 

finance. Cooper, Gulen and Ovtchinnikov examined 1,258 US firms from 1979 to the 2004 elections and 

found firms contributing to the largest number of Congressional candidates generated a significant six per 

cent a year higher stock return than other firms. The cause of the difference was not studied, but Cooper 

and others listed favorable tax treatment and/or credits, the awarding of government contracts, the 

imposing of tariffs or other penalties on competitors, and the implementation of favorable regulatory 

requirements as possible contributors to the effect.

The data can also be looked at from an industry perspective and is the approach used in this project. Most 

previous studies have been done on a firm-specific basis. This makes it easier to quantify the results as each 

firm’s stock returns and political connections are easily traceable.  However, logically, it is hard to imagine 

how such political connections can significantly increase a single firm’s returns, especially in a 

well-regulated economy.
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Financial Outcomes of Political Contributions

 Student: KANG Jiayin / MAEC

 Advisor: ZHANG Michael / ISOM

The ARIMA model is a good way to examine time series data. Here, R is used to build an ARIMA model 

to forecast future value, providing a good indicator for election results.

In general, election results show a positive correlation between search volume and election result trends 

and between donation and election result trends for each candidate. The study therefore involves 

correlation and regression analysis of search volume data, donation data, and simulated stock value for 

each candidate.

Intuitively, a donation for Obama in the 2008 US presidential election implies a slight decrease in the 

simulated stock value for his opponent McCain.  The question also arises as to whether an increase in the 

search volume for Obama will lead to a decrease or increase in election trends for McCain. The research 

thus carries out some cross-tests of search volume, donations, and simulated stock value for Obama, 

McCain, Clinton, and Romney through regression and correlation analysis.

Financial Outcomes of Political Contributions

 Student: KONG Lingbing / GBUS

 Advisor: ZHANG Michael / ISOM

The study seeks to find out whether money from corporations can buy political influence on a regular 

basis. The original idea was to locate companies that made donations in the 2008 presidential election, and 

try to relate their donations to future financial performance.  However, as regulations prevent firms from 

donating to candidates, the data used relates instead to individual contributions. Working on the 

assumption that the political stance of the company head can reflect the firm’s political direction, the 

individuals targeted are chairmen, CEOs or company presidents.
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Financial Outcomes of Political Contributions

 Student: SHI Zhaofang / BBA

 Advisor: ZHANG Michael / ISOM

This research project analyzes the relationship between companies’ financial performance and their 

investment in open-source software. Open-source computer software provides free access to its source 

code, allowing people to use, change and redistribute it in modified or unmodified forms.

The project starts by looking at major events in 75 famous American IT companies in relation to 

open-source software. After the first round of selection, 358 related news items were chosen. It was found 

51 of the 75 companies had little interaction with open-source software. The second round of selection, 

based on the first round, saw 171 information items for 16 IT companies selected. This indicates that only 

a few companies have interaction with open-source software. These IT companies include software 

developers and vendors, networking technology and service providers, microprocessors makers, hardware 

developers, and providers offering multiple technology and services.

Financial Outcomes of Political Contributions

 Student: XU Zhiji / MAEC

 Advisor: ZHANG Michael / ISOM

The profitability of corporate political activity has been debated for many years. Some researchers believe 

that corporate political activity is a kind of investment, leading to positive returns.  Others oppose this 

view, seeing political donations as a form of perquisites consumption for a firm’s managers which may 

damage company returns.

This project examines the relation between political donations and financial outcomes. It studies how 

political donations by company officials in the 2008 presidential campaign may affect stock performance 

when the result is announced. This is a first-step analysis of political donations made by individuals in the 

US.
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Financial Outcomes of Political Contributions

 Student: ZHANG Tong / BBA

 Advisor: ZHANG Michael / ISOM

This study focuses on the relationship between individual donations from company staff and the benefit 

the company receives during and after a presidential election. On the one hand, it could be a positive 

relationship since staff, especially high-profile members such as CEOs, may act on behalf of shareholders. 

On the other hand, there could be an agency problem, that is, the policies of the candidate receiving the 

donation may be unfavorable to the company or industry but beneficial to the donor. In this case, the 

donor donates for personal reasons. It is also possible that there is no apparent relationship between the 

political donation of a private donor and the effects that the future policy of a presidential candidate may 

have on the company or industry in which the donor works.



The Restructuring of the Hong Kong Film 
Industry

 Student: DONG Meixi / ECON

 Advisor: CHEN Yun Chung / SOSC

香港電影在經歷新浪潮及無厘頭的蓬勃後出現了長時間的蕭條現象，電影人青黃不接，作品越來越

少，整個產業面臨被國外及內地電影吞噬的情況。人們嘗試從電影創意的角度解釋這種頹敗的現

象，但這種局外人的分析并不能根本解釋整個行業的內在問題。因此，根據親身觀察、采訪及資料

收集整理，本文從香港電影制作的各個崗位出發，就香港電影工業頹敗的原因進行分析。

本文將就編劇、導演、制片、美術指導、發型五個崗位進行分析，并總結香港電影人優劣勢，從而

分析香港電影的頽敗原因。

The Social Impact of Privatization: The Case of Link 
Corporation

 Student: WONG Yan Wing / IS

 Advisor: CHEN Yun Chung / SOSC

2005年7月，香港終審法院就領匯房地產基金上市的合法性作出最後栽決，終審法院5名法官一致駁

回盧少蘭婆婆的司法覆核。在判辭中，終審法院法官指出，房委會只是確保提供公屋居民可獲得適

當的居住環境及設施，不是一定要由房委會提供，而只要房委會確保第三者提供有關設施及環境就

可以了，故裁定房委會的領匯基金上市為合法。四年已過，究竟房委會有沒有履行在法院裡的承

諾，確保領匯向公屋居民提供適當的居住環境及設施呢？筆者就居住環境及設施的問題，到了沙田

區的新田圍邨視察。
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The Social Impact of Privatization: The Case of Link 
Corporation

 Student: ZHANG Jin / BBA

 Advisor: CHEN Yun Chung / SOSC

In November 2005, the Hong Kong Housing Authority sold its stake in the Link Real Estate Investment 

Trust (REIT) in an initial public offering. After Link REIT’s market debut on November 25, British-based 

hedge fund The Children’s Investment Fund Management (TCI) became its biggest shareholder, 

accumulating approximately 18 per cent. The Housing Authority’s decision to sell sparked criticism amid 

worries that Link REIT management would be forced to raise rents to improve the return on its portfolio 

of shopping centers and car parks, all of which were originally tied to Housing Authority projects. With 

such strong bargaining power on Link investment strategies, people were also concerned that TCI would 

sell some of the retail space. 

In the past few years, the privatization of Link REIT has caused fierce debates over its impact on Hong 

Kong society. This report starts with an examination of the major source of The Link’s income, namely 

chain stores in Link shopping malls and contractors responsible for managing the markets. It goes on to 

analyze Link’s financial performance and business model, which indicate a trend for rent rises and 

illustrate the disadvantages for small business entrepreneurs.  Finally, it evaluates the role that TCI, Link’s 

largest shareholder, has played over the years.

Urban Renewal and Redevelopment in Hong 
Kong

 Student: ZHONG Chuyuan / ECOF

 Advisor: CHEN Yun Chung / SOSC

2006 年，灣仔的利東街（又稱喜帖街）因重建需要被拆除，街上原有的喜帖印刷鋪則被迫各散東

西。昔日蓬勃的喜帖印刷業也許從此走向消亡，一條極具特色的街道亦從此在灣仔版圖上消失。此

事件發生後，引起了社會的廣泛關注，人們開始思考市區重建與都市傳統行業之間的矛盾：這是否

新舊交替的歷史必然性使然？或是自由市場競爭下的結果？傳統產業有無繼續存在價值？二者是否

無法同時兼顧？全行業搬遷、安置是否像市區重建局所說那般不可行？

如今，市區還有許多特色街道、傳統產業正面臨著因市區重建而將會被拆遷的命運，例如中環的印

刷業，銅鑼灣、灣仔的汽車修理業，旺角的波鞋街，大角咀的各色工場等等。按照現在的重建方

式，二十年後，他們也許會被第二個中環中心、第二個朗豪坊所取代，從此銷聲匿跡。

是次研究希望通過對兩個本地的過往案例 ― 旺角康樂街（雀仔街）與中環永安街（花布街），進行

分析研究，從而獲取對今後市區重建，尤其是在處理特色街道的傳統行業上的經驗和教訓，以期令

今後的重建可以減低對傳統行業的影響。
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Chinese Perspectives on Africa and Africans

 Students: CHEN Yiyi /BBA

  HU Xue / ECOF

  SHAN Shaxuan / MAEC

  WANG Ziyuan / ECON

 Advisor: SAUTMAN Barry V. / SOSC

This project aims to research how Chinese people view Africans and China-Africa links by collecting a 

large amount of empirical data and examples from sources including the news, books, surveys, media, and 

blogs. The study is also interested in Chinese people who live and work in African countries and their 

perspectives on local society there.

The 2008 Chinese Demonstrations in North America and 
Europe over the Tibet Question and the Olympics

 Students: JIANG Yue / ECOF

  XIAO Shuyue / MAEC

 Advisor: SAUTMAN Barry V. / SOSC

The year 2008 was unforgettable for Chinese people. The 3-14 riots in Tibet were a tragedy. But, in 

response, members of overseas Chinese communities courageously told the world the truth, changing the 

previous “cowardly” image of Chinese as people who only care about personal gain and loss.  With 

support from the fast-rising motherland, it appears that overseas compatriots can now stand up against all 

odds to protect our reputation and seek justice.
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Democracy and Quality of Life

 Student: XIA Jingjing / BBA

 Advisor: SING Ming / SOSC

This final report will focus on research findings regarding the relationship between democracy and 

corruption.

1. Empirical determinants of corruption: A sensitivity analysis (Danila Serra, Public Choice (2006) 126: 

225-256)

2. Do democracy and press freedom reduce corruption? Evidence from a cross-country study (Shyamal 

K. Chowdhury, ZEF – Discussion Papers on Development Policy No. 85, Center for Development 

Research, Bonn, March 2004, pp.33)

3. Democracy and political corruption: A cross-national comparison (Hung-En Sung, Crime, Law and 

Social Change (2004) 41: 179-194)

4. Corruption and democracy (Michael T. Rock, Journal of Development Studies (2009) 45: 55-75)

5. The causes of corruption: A cross-national study (Daniel Treisman, Journal of Public Economics 

(2000) 76: 399-457)

6. Sources of corruption: A cross-country study (Gabriella R. Montinola and Robert W. Jackman, 

British Journal of Political Science (2002) 32: 147-170)

7. Clientelism, credibility and the policy choices of young democracies (Philip Keefer, American Journal 

of Political Science (2007) 51: 804-821)

8. Causes of corruption: A survey of cross-country analyses and extended results (Lorenzo Pellegrini and 

Reyer Gerlagh, Economics of Governance (2008) 9: 245-263)

9. Corruption, democracy, economic freedom, and state strength: A cross-national analysis (Ce Shen 

and John B. Williamson, International Journal of Comparative Sociology (2005) 46: 327-345)

Democracy and Quality of Life

 Student: YUEN Wing Han Vera / GBUS

 Advisor: SING Ming / SOSC

This research project provides a cross-country analysis of the relationship between democracy and income 

inequality. A literature review of subjects such as income inequality and how it relates to political regime 

change, political stability, and political engagement is also conducted.
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Intelligence, Creativity, Wisdom

 Student: TU Anran / BIOL

 Advisor: TAM Kevin K. P. / SOSC

Intelligence, creativity and wisdom are generally regarded as three unique aspects of human brainpower 

and have a great influence on life development.  How do these elements change during a person’s lifetime? 

What do people think about them? How do these opinions influence attitudes to work and life? This study 

seeks to answer these questions to find out more about individual understanding of intelligence, creativity 

and wisdom.

The Psychology of Happiness

 Student: YANG Shuyang / ECOF

 Advisor: TAM Kevin K. P. / SOSC

Happiness, the psychological concept related to the pleasant emotional experiences accumulated by a 

human being, is commonly considered an important component of subjective well-being and an 

indicator of self-satisfaction. The measurement and study of happiness therefore serves a crucial role in 

exploring an individual’s and a society’s status not only in psychology but also social science fields such as 

economics and political science. The western world has conducted research on this topic for a long time 

and established several relatively well-developed systems for measuring happiness, such as the happiness 

index. However, recent studies have confirmed the view that the meaning and concept of happiness is 

highly subject to cultural differences. This suggests the need to explore happiness in different cultural 

contexts, especially eastern cultures which have been neglected to some extent in the past. The research 

conducted here has been designed as a result of this primary concern. To investigate the general definition 

of happiness in Chinese culture and establish a measurement system of happiness for Hong Kong society, 

a bottom-up research approach is adopted through an open-ended survey concerning the primary 

definition of happiness among Hong Kong college students. By analyzing and generalizing individuals’ 

verbal answers, the study aims to reveal the common understanding of happiness and widely accepted 

contributing factors of happiness in the context of Hong Kong culture. The study can also serve as a 

foundation for further research, including cross-cultural comparisons, happiness evaluation in society, 

and other socio-economic correlation studies. 
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Intelligence, Creativity, Wisdom

 Student: ZHONG Wanting / BICH

 Advisor: TAM Kevin K. P. / SOSC

Intelligence, creativity and wisdom are three related yet distinct aspects of human mental capacity which 

exert significant influence on a person’s attitude and behavior throughout his/her life. Systematic studies 

have been done in the past to give insight into definitions and concepts involving these different 

intellectual capabilities. However, it is equally important to understand how the general public defines 

and distinguishes intelligence, creativity and wisdom, for it is people’s own perceptions that influence 

their understanding and judgment of themselves and others. This study aims to find out how ordinary 

people interpret and perceive intelligence, creativity and wisdom, looking at such aspects as changes in 

these mental capacities at different ages. Since data has been collected from an individualistic (US) society 

and a collectivistic (Hong Kong) society, this study may also form the basis for secondary cross-cultural 

research on ordinary people’s perception of these three capabilities. 

What Messages Are Communicated Through Facial 
Expressions?

 Student: YOU Yuqi / BIOL

 Advisor: YIK Michelle / SOSC

Yik and Russell (1999) showed photos of standard facial expressions (Ekman and Friesen, 1976; 

Matsumoto and Ekman, 1988) to Canadian, Chinese and Japanese respondents and provided them with 

either a list of response choices composed of emotional states, or a list of social messages. The authors 

found as much consensus among respondents for social messages as for emotional states. Yik and Russell 

concluded that Fridlund’s (1994) social messages interpretation could be a viable alternative to Ekman’s 

basic emotions interpretation. 

In a follow-up study, Scherer and Grandjean (2008) extended Yik and Russell’s (1999) response 

modalities to include a list of action tendencies and a list of situational appraisals. The experiment was 

conducted on a group of French-speaking students in Switzerland. Based on the relatively higher 

recognition rates and self-rated confidence for emotional states and situational appraisals, Scherer and 

Grandjean argue in favor of a componential view of emotions: that one can infer from facial expressions 

all components of the emotion process, including underlying emotional states, appraisal results, social 

messages, and action tendencies, with the emotional state the key to integrate all other components.
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In this study, I seek to extend Scherer and Grandjean’s (2008) research to address the question of what 

people can read from facial expressions. More specifically, I aim to refine the four response modalities 

used in Scherer and Grandjean by clarifying the content of the choice statements for each condition. I 

examine the generalizability of Scherer and Grandjean’s results beyond Swiss students by using a Chinese 

sample. In addition, I test the componential view of emotion with special regard to the argument that the 

emotional state integrates all other components of the emotion process. To achieve this end, I create a new 

response modality combining a situational appraisal and an action tendency in each statement. If the 

componential view is correct, this newly created modality should command higher recognition rates than 

either situational appraisal or action tendency alone.  Nevertheless, the highest recognition rate should 

still be found in the emotional states condition because emotion is hypothesized to subsume all other 

components/conditions.
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Function of Axin in Neuronal Polarization and 
Migration

 Student: LI Rui / BICH

 Advisor: IP Nancy Y. / BICH

A cardinal feature of neurons is morphological polarity, which carries important functional implications. 

Its establishment is critical for proper neuronal development and brain formation. Over the past three 

decades, many important polarity-regulating molecules, including Glycogen Synthase Kinase-3β (GSK-3

β), have been identified to be involved in this process. Here, it is found that Axin, originally identified in 

the Wnt signaling pathway, plays an important role in the establishment of neuronal polarity through its 

interaction with GSK-3β. The absence of Axin in cultured hippocampal neurons results in intracellular 

mislocalization of GSK-3β and abolishes axon formation. The activity of GSK-3β is found to be 

misregulated when Axin is knocked down. In addition, loss of axon is also observed both in vitro and in 

vivo when interaction between GSK-3β and Axin is blocked. It is also found that Axin’s function may be 

related to its phosphorylation status at specific sites, such as Thr-485. However, the kinases which directly 

phosphorylate Axin remain to be identified. Interestingly, the preliminary data show that Axin is a 

potential substrate of cyclin-dependent kinase 5(Cdk5), a central regulator of neuronal development, 

raising the intriguing possibility that phosphorylation of Axin by Cdk5 is important for neuronal 

polarization. Since many molecules involved in neuronal polarization also regulate neuronal migration, 

another important process in brain development, further research may  proceed to investigate whether 

Axin is also involved. 

As polarity-regulating molecules participate in various neuronal disorders and the function of GSK-3β is 

linked to the mechanisms related to Alzheimer’s disease, nerve injury and psychiatric disorders, the 

mechanisms revealed in this research may have implications for strategies in treating these diseases.    

A more comprehensive description of this project is included in the manuscript, “Axin is required for 

neuronal polarization and axon formation through its interaction with GSK-3β”, authored by Wei-Qun 

Fang, Jacque P. K. Ip, Rui Li, Yu Pong Ng, Sheng-Cai Lin, Amy K.Y. Fu, and Nancy Y. Ip. 

Characterization of DNA Replication-Initiation Proteins 
in Budding Yeast

 Student: PEI Langhuan / BICH

 Advisor: LIANG Chun / BICH

DNA replication in eukaryotic cells is highly regulated by various kinds of proteins which are tightly 

related to different periods of the cell cycle. Characterization of the particular proteins involved in this 

process, and the interactions of the different proteins involved, is essential to determine the mechanism of 

chromosome replication in eukaryotic cells. Budding yeast provides an ideal model for eukaryotic cells. 

The yeast two-hybrid system is one way to study the interaction of two distinct proteins, with the aid of 
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techniques such as yeast transformation and co-immunoprecipitation, and temperature-sensitive yeast. 

By discovering the interactions of different proteins, the DNA replication mechanism, corresponding 

functions of each particular protein of interest and the entire regulation process can be further 

understood.

Study of DNA Replication in Budding Yeast and Human 
Cells

 Student: WANG Yuan / BICH

 Advisor: LIANG Chun / BICH

I mainly assisted my adviser in building up a fusion protein pull-down assay system based on which we 

could isolate and study the protein factors that work on ARS. I also carried out some independent tasks. 

This report gives the results of the experiment and some analysis.

Plasmids Extraction and Proliferation: Comprehensive 
Screening of Cdc14 Substrates through Genetic 
Approach-dosage Lethality in Cdc14-1 Mutants

 Student: YI Wei / BICH

 Advisor: LIANG Chun / BICH

Cdc14 plays a significant role in controlling the exit from cytokinesis and mitosis by retroacting the 

phosphorylations that CDKs mediate and dephosphorylating many substrates which lead to the 

inactivation of Cdk families. Hence, it is meaningful to find more unknown substrates to understand the 

whole picture of how Cdcl4 works and to characterize related cascade reactions. 

In this study, a yeast cDNA library screening covering 25,000 colonies was carried out. Among them, 1,045 

candidates were found that could potentially contain the target cDNA (substrates gene) in their plasmids. 

All the genomic DNA, including plasmids, were extracted and stored at -20°C. To confirm the phenotypes 

and identify the target genes, these plasmids were transferred to E. coli for proliferation and then extracted 

and prepared for sequencing.

Since a candidate colony may possess more than one type of plasmid due to contamination, it is necessary 

to check the purity of plasmids for each colony. Only when a colony  contains one type of plasmids alone 

are the corresponding sequencing results convincing and accurate. DNA electrophoresis was used to 

confirm the uniqueness of plasmids for each colony.
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Saccharomyces Cerevisiae Noc3p Dimerization and its 
Effects on Ribosome Biogenesis and DNA 
Replication

 Student: ZHANG Chuchu / BICH

 Advisor: LIANG Chun / BICH

The eukaryotic DNA replication process has been extensively studied in the model organism 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae. The process involves the sequential association of initiator proteins with 

origins, such as the origin recognition complex (ORC), minichromosome maintenance (MCM) proteins, 

Cdc6p, Cdt1p, Noc3p, Cdc45p, Mcm10p, GINS etc. This project systematically studies the interactions 

between each of these replication proteins using yeast two-hybrid assay. Here, the novel self-interaction of 

Noc3p is further investigated. By disrupting the self-interaction, or dimer formation of Noc3p, it is shown 

that ribosome biogenesis is affected or aborted, which in turn affects DNA replication. The study also 

seeks to explain the relationship between Noc3p dimer formation, ribosome biogenesis and DNA 

replication.

Investigation of Retinal Differentiation by 
Over-expression of Mab2l

 Student: CHAN Yee Yan / BIOL

 Advisor: CHOW King / BIOL

In previous lab studies, expression of Mab21 was observed in retinal ganglion cells, amarcrine cells and 

some horizontal cells as revealed by in situ hybridization. If expression of Mab21 is required for specific 

cell type differentiation, over-expression of Mab21 in cells non-expressive of this gene may change retinal 

cell fate. The stratification of retinal layers will also be altered.

In this project, an in vitro retinal explant culture was successfully established.  I show that fetal bovine 

serum is critical for explant survival and proper differentiation of various cell layers. I also demonstrate 

that electroporation can be used to deliver DNA of reporter transgenes into explant tissues derived from 

E13.5 embryos.  Electroporation conditions were optimized so no distortion of explant morphology and 

cell layers was observed, while the gene transfer was successful.  

Subsequently, the project’s major focus has been to establish a good immunohistochemistry protocol 

which can verify the expression of the reporter and eventually be used to document cell type-specific 

changes. So far, a high immunostaining background signal has been observed and the change in primary 

and secondary antibodies tested to improve the quality of the signal. While the test is still ongoing, the 

ultimate goal is to use electroporation to facilitate ectopic expression of the Mab21 gene in specific cell 

types and monitor the change of cell fate by both the reporter assay and immunohistochemical staining of 

specific markers to evaluate the cell fate-changing function of this gene.
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Exact Solution of Quantum Double Square 
Well Potential

 Student: HUANG Cheng / PHYS

 Advisor: LIN Nian / PHYS

In this study, a quantum double square well is used to simulate molecules used in our lab. The two wells 

represent two connected molecules. The potential barrier in the middle represents the chemical bond in 

between. Since the electrons inside the molecules cannot get out, the potential walls on two sides can be 

considered infinitely high.

I solve the electron wave equation according to the given dimensions of this double square well and obtain 

wavefunctions and eigenenergies for the ground state and first excited state.  To simulate the longer 

molecules, I extend the problem to a triple well.

Single Molecular Manipulation

 Student: JIN Mochen / APHYS

 Advisor: LIN Nian / PHYS

The molecule studied here is 4�,4""-(bicyclo[2.2.2]octane-1,4-diyldi-4,1-phenylene)-bis-2,2�:6�,2" 

-terpyridine. Its chemical formula is C50H40N6. Under a scanning tunneling microscope (STM), the 

molecule looks like a dumbbell with two terpyridine at both ends and a special structure in the middle. 

The structure is a three-dimensional ring, like a cage or a wheel with three blades. This is of interest as 

under an STM tip it can move when induced by tunneling electrons. All the spectra I explore in this 

project involve results from that particular structure.

The spectra under study are current vs time curves. The STM tip is suspended at a certain point, at the 

center of the molecule for most of the time, and a bias voltage applied to excite the molecule to change its 

configuration. At the same time, the tunneling current can be monitored by scanning tunneling 

spectroscopy (STS).

If there is no change in the molecule, the current-vs-time curve is supposed to be approximately a straight 

line with some noise. If the configuration of the molecule changes, then the distance from the tip to the 

molecule will change and so will the tunneling current.  As a result, the change in molecule configuration 

is shown on the current-vs-time data as a sudden jump in current, with different current states 

corresponding to different molecule configurations. This study indicates three current states which are 

named H state, M state, and L state according to the value of the tunneling current.
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Single Molecule Manipulation

 Student: LI Xiuyuan / CHEM

 Advisor: LIN Nian / PHYS

This project employs a scanning tunneling microscope to study a family of organic molecules under 

ultra-low temperature and ultra-low pressure. By investigating the molecules’ electronic properties and 

self-assembly mechanism, it is hoped that results will provide information for building nano-scale 

electronic, optic, magnetic and mechanical devices. I study the molecules under investigation using 

computational chemistry DFT software to predict electronic properties of molecular orbital wavefunction 

and energy that can be compared with experimental results.

Conditional Probability and Hypothesis Testing in Stock 
Time Series

 Student: CHANG Zhangyu / PHYS, COMP

 Advisor: SZETO Kwok Yip / PHYS

I test a trading strategy based on conditional probability and hypothesis testing in stock time series. 

Findings show this strategy does not guarantee a good profit as various factors could significantly change 

the final result.

Game Theory and Multi-agent Systems

 Student: HAN Yu / PHYS

 Advisor: SZETO Kwok Yip / PHYS

I collaborate with Zhang Liangsheng on work related to a two-group prisoner’s dilemma game on a square 

lattice, and check his results. I first show how the analysis is done, then state some problems. As the 

simulation was done by Zhang Liangsheng, this report only focuses on the analytical part. The method 

used is basic induction on a square lattice as, under deterministic rules, the evolution process ends very 

quickly. 
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System Signatures on a Square Lattice Chain and 
Wheatstone Bridge Chain

 Student: LAM Yat Hong / PHYS, MATH

 Advisor: SZETO Kwok Yip / PHYS

System reliability of a square lattice chain and Wheatstone bridge chain can be studied using system 

signatures. System signatures can be obtained by computer simulation.

A network consists of nodes and links. In the model in this study, nodes are considered  perfect but links 

can fail with certain probabilities. When a link fails, the two nodes connected to the link lose direct 

connection. When a certain set of links fail in a network, (both direct and indirect) connectivity in the 

network is destroyed and the system fails. In this study, the aim is to explore the conditions for failure in 

networks with different topology and their corresponding system signatures.

Game Theory and Multi-agent Systems

 Student: WANG Xiaoli / ECE

 Advisor: SZETO Kwok Yip / PHYS

Network reliability is important in engineering design. However, most of the current networks considered 

in engineering are either parallel or in series, which are not optimal. To improve reliability, this study 

introduces mathematical and physical models, including hexagonal, rectangular, triangular networks and 

soap bubbles, and compares the reliability of these networks with some topological transformations.

Partial Imitation Rule in Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma 
Games on a Square Lattice

 Student: WU Degang / PHYS

 Advisor: SZETO Kwok Yip / PHYS

A realistic replacement of the general imitation rule in Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma (IPD) games is 

investigated using simulation on a square lattice; whereby a player, using finite memory, can only imitate 

the behavior of opponents observed in past games. In contrast to standard practice where all possible 

behavior of opponents is accessible, the new partial imitation rule assumes that the player can, at most, 

access the behavior of his opponent observed in the past few moves. This partial imitation of behavior in 

IPD shows very different outcomes in long-time behavior of games, such as the ranking of various 

strategies. In particular, the well-known tit-for-tat (TFT) strategy loses its importance.
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Language Networks: Evolution of Language and Universal 
Features

 Student: YUAN Mengyao / CENG

 Advisor: SZETO Kwok Yip / PHYS

The objective of this project is to apply mathematical analysis to language networks in terms of topology. 

Specifically, several novels have been chosen as networks of study. A C++ program reads a novel and 

outputs two sets of data. The data aim to: show the number of words contained in each sentence; and 

display the number of words within a certain range in each sentence. The data are then output to 

Microsoft Excel for histograms to be drawn.

Prisoner’s Dilemma Game Involving Two Groups of 
Agents on a Square Lattice

 Student: ZHANG Liangsheng / PHYS

 Advisor: SZETO Kwok Yip / PHYS

In this research, two groups of agents, denoted as group 0 and group 1, are put on a 50x50 square lattice 

with periodic boundary conditions and random initial configuration. The payoff matrix adopted is a 

simplified one, with P=S=0, R=1 and T being the only free variable, denoted by b. In total there are three 

bs that can be adjusted: two for intra-group interaction and one for inter-group interaction. In the 

following context, b0 denotes the free variable for intra-interaction in group 0; b1 denotes the free variable 

for intra-interaction in group 1 and b2 denotes the one for inter-group interaction. All three variables are 

allowed to change from 0 to 2. The certain updating method is adopted for the evolution of agents. The 

time unit used here is called sweep. In one sweep, the updating starts initially from a player at a random 

location and is performed sequentially until all players are updated. A specific player does not know about 

his/her neighbors’ update until one sweep is finished.  Therefore the payoff is calculated according to the 

state of neighbors before updating. 

The study examines the average proportion of one group, as well as the proportion of defectors in a 

particular group in the long run. When sufficient games are played, a steady state is reached under which 

the average value of a certain quantity can be calculated meaningfully. These average values are discussed 

under three different updating methods where both a change of strategies and groups are allowed.
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The Optimum Culturing Medium for Chemotropic 
Bacteria

 Student: LEE Pak Hong / BICH

 Advisor: TANG Zikang / PHYS

Cellular respiration is one of the key ways a cell gains useful energy. A set of metabolic reactions and 

processes take place in cells to convert biochemical energy from nutrients into adenosine triphosphate 

(ATP), and then release waste products. The reactions involved in respiration are catabolic reactions that 

involve the oxidation of one molecule and the reduction of another.

Nutrients commonly used by Escherichia coli (E. coli) cells in respiration include glucose, amino acids 

and fatty acids. A common oxidizing agent (electron acceptor) is molecular oxygen (O2). Bacteria can also 

be lithotrophs and these organisms may respire using a broad range of inorganic molecules as electron 

donors and acceptors, such as sulfur, metal ions, methane or hydrogen. Organisms that use oxygen as a 

final electron acceptor in respiration are described as aerobic while those that do not are referred to as 

anaerobic.

In this experiment, the growth curves of E. coli in aerobic and anaerobic conditions are determined so that 

the growth rate of E. coli can be compared under the two different conditions.
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Comparison of Ultrafine Particle Measurements

 Student: ZHANG Leiting / CENG

 Advisor: CHAN Chak / CBME

 Co-Advisor: LAU N. T. / IENV

Recently, public attention returned to air pollution after several local newspaper articles about air quality 

underestimations. This project investigates the concentration of ultrafine particles at roadsides in Central. 

Results indicate that the air pollution level is still being underestimated. The study suggests the 

government should adopt additional measures.

Crystallization of Atmospheric Aerosols

 Student: ZHONG Yuan / CEEV

 Advisor: CHAN Chak / CBME

 Co-Advisor: LAU Arthur / CBME

In previous experiments in the Summer session, the crystallization relative humidity (CRH) of 

ammonium nitrate (AN) was observed to be more dependent on relative humidity than time of 

equilibrium. In static mode experiments, with the RH range dropping from 30% to 20%, most particles 

in all size categories were seen to crystallize within half an hour. To further investigate the relationship 

between CRH and time, this study conducts continuous mode experiments with respect to the different 

rates of RH change. Calibration of the new flow cell is carried out using salt baths of different chemicals 

prior to the experiments.

Self-assembling Polymeric Carriers for Anticancer Drug 
Delivery

 Student: SUEN Wai Leung Langston / CENG

 Advisor: CHAU Ying / CBME

This project is a continuation of research work conducted in the Summer session. The major objective in 

the Fall session is to synthesize allyl-PEG-PCL block copolymer for a micelle anticancer drug carrier study 

and to modify folic acid (FA) into thiolated folate for the modification of allyl-PEG-PCL into 

FA-PEG-PCL.
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Here, block copolymer allyl-PEG(7K)-PCL(7K) is synthesized by ring opening polymerization of 

allyl-PEG with e-caprolactone. Modification of folic acid is conducted by reacting folic acid with NHS and 

cysteamine sequentially to form thiolated folic acid (folate-SH). Conjugation of folic acid (FA) on to 

amine-PEG-PCL is conducted.  Conjugation of folate-PEG-PCL is conducted by reacting FA with 

amine-PEG-PCL.

Toward Single-ion Anisotropic Solid Electrolyte for 
Lithium Ion Batteries

 Student: LUO Weicheng / CEEV

 Advisor: CHEN Guohua / CBME

In the Fall semester, I decided to adopt a systematic approach to lay a solid foundation for my 

understanding of the subject. Based on this, I sought ideas that would enable me to conduct a feasible and 

meaningful experiment. Thus, I divided the project into three parts: an examination of proposed plans, 

progress on the current topic, and study of fundamental knowledge. I also consulted Dr Jacky Lam in the 

Department of Chemistry after an introduction by my supervisor Prof Chen Guohua. 

The new design for the experiment is:

To prove the idea: synthesize potential liquid crystal candidates which can: 1) display laminar structure 

and form self-standing films after polymerization; 2) be facile to synthesize. 

One step further: 1) test conductivity without polymerization in a laminar structure; 2) try without 

polymerization using supramolecular force instead.

 To make the experiment a comprehensive examination of different possibilities rather than a single 

synthesis route, alternative liquid crystalline-generating moieties will be prepared to ensure laminar liquid 

crystalline phases are generated.

BUGSPIDER for Open Source Projects

 Student: LIU Tan / CPEG

  REN Yinglun / COMP

  ZHAO Yu / ELEC

 Advisor: CHEUNG Shing Chi / CSE

 Co-advisor: KIM Sunghun / CSE

Part I: Proxy Website Embedding Life Cycle Images for Bug Reports

To design the program for the web pages, we studied Java programming, Tomcat and Apache. We also 

improved our knowledge of HTML and CSS code.
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First, we installed Tomcat and used it to serve our testing website. We wrote a program to adapt all 

hyperlinks on each target HTML page to the universal resource locator (URL) format so that accesses 

through these links were redirected through our testing website. After that, we added other capabilities 

such as plug-ins and image-generating functions.

Part II: From Multi Revision Control Systems to One Local Database 

During the Summer session, we analyzed bug-report formats from various bug-tracking systems, and 

designed a common XML bug report format, which was the superset of all major bug-tracking systems’ 

XML outputs. 

In the Fall semester, our major task is to retrieve these XML outputs and store them in the MySQL 

database for further usage.

Game Development for Wireless Minicars / 
Robots

 Student: QIU Qianhao / CPEG

  XU Teng / COMP, MATH

 Advisor: CHEUNG Shing Chi / CSE

Research theme: Classification Method for Abnormal Situation Detection

At the start of the Fall semester, our minicar system did not have the ability to detect and handle abnormal 

situations. This meant a car stuck in a corner might keep running forward and backward without making 

progress. 

We also started work on detecting abnormal situations as we wanted our newly added module, the 

accelerometer, to be utilized. Previously, we had tried to build a self-locating system using the 

accelerometer by integrating the acceleration twice as frequently. However, the result was negative, which 

may have been due to the slow processing speed of the ADC converter. 

We decided to investigate if the accelerometer was useful for situation detection because we often 

observed unexpected accelerations in abnormal situations.

Part 2. Path-finding Algorithms and Use of Pattern Match to Aid Them

From the multiple executions of the path-finding algorithms, we found it is inevitable for the car to run 

into scenarios where it repeatedly tries to go through a location but fails every time. This happens for both 

algorithms, with different behaviors but a similar pattern. To address the problem, we introduce a 

mechanism to include event(s) in the decision-making algorithm. To implement this, we use the pattern 

match method.
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Further Studies on RFID Raw Data Generation and 
Cleansing

 Student: GAO Xiang / COMP 

  YUE Yang / COMP

 Advisor: NG Wilfred S. H. / CSE

With the rapid development of radio frequency identification (RFID) technology, more large-scale 

systems are being applied in different fields. However, reliability and the large size of RFID data are major 

obstacles for real applications. To guarantee the quality of the data obtained, we propose a two-step 

algorithm containing smoothing and cleansing.  Smoothing is used to increase the reliability of the data, 

with a Gaussian mask utilized to smooth the raw data. Cleansing is used to reduce the size of the data, with 

a frequency domain analysis introduced to cleanse the data. Furthermore, to make the algorithm suitable 

for online processing, the complexity of the algorithm is reduced by merging the two steps into one. The 

algorithm is applied on simulated noisy RFID data, showing the accuracy of cleansing is high.

Co-clustering for Mining Common Subsequences

 Student: HONG Ke / COMP

  ZHUO Weipeng / COMP

 Advisor: NG Wilfred S. H. / CSE

Clustering is the process of grouping a set of objects into classes of similar objects according to certain 

criteria. In the Summer session, we studied 1-D clustering techniques in order to cluster partially ordered 

rankings. However, the performance of these techniques was far from that expected, making us realize 

that more robust methodologies were required to improve accuracy. 

In the Fall semester, we aim to utilize 2-D co-clustering methodology to mine common subsequences 

from a matrix composed of lists of rankings with constraints on the length of the required common 

subsequence and the number of sequences involved in the common sequence. We study a sophisticated 

model for co-clustering called the order preserving cluster and implement a deterministic co-clustering 

algorithm by exploiting a powerful data structure called OPC-Tree, which originated from the paper 

“OP-Cluster: Clustering by Tendency in High Dimensional Space”. The algorithm can be applied to 

clustering homogeneous groups in different areas such as social networking groups and DNA sequences, 

among others.
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Maintaining the Consistency of Probabilistic Databases: 
A Linear Programming Approach

 Student: SHAO Yufeng / COMP

 Advisor: NG Wilfred S. H. / CSE

The problem of maintaining consistency of relations with uncertain data has been studied using fuzzy 

set approaches. Less has been done on a probabilistic model. However, there are some notable examples 

of database management systems (DBMS) using probabilistic models. In this study, a new notion of 

functional dependency (FD) in probabilistic relations is defined and a chase algorithm for maintaining 

the consistency of a probabilistic relation presented. The project uses a novel approach to linear 

programming to maintain consistency of a probabilistic relation with respect to a given set of FDs and 

shows that linear programming is a very efficient method to use, imposing minimal changes on a 

probabilistic relation.

Symbolic Execution

 Student: LI Yuliang / COMP

  LI Zhaohua / COMP

 Advisor: XU Chang / CSE

 Co-advisor: CHEUNG Shing Chi / CSE

Symbolic execution is a technique that can be applied to different research areas. Instead of invoking a 

program with concrete inputs, a symbolic execution engine invokes the program with symbolic inputs 

and explores different program execution paths using symbolic expressions as program states. By using 

symbolic states, the symbolic execution engine can trace a particular program execution path and find out 

what Boolean constraint should be satisfied by the test input in order to trigger this path. In solving such 

a constraint, we can get concrete input data that can drive the program to traverse this path. This can be 

very useful because we can generate test cases to obtain the desirable level of coverage on the program 

being tested.

The main use of symbolic execution is to infer the input that would trigger a path  we would like the 

program to traverse, rather than generating a large number of random inputs to go along a single path 

with low probability. Therefore, when we want to test a program, we can get a test pool with a minimal 

number of test cases.

In this summary, we first review some key terms in symbolic execution. Next, we summarize concolic 

testing (CUTE) as a sample application of symbolic execution. We then discuss how to handle complex 

data structures, such as pointers and objects. Finally, we introduce our experience of using Pex.
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Unsupervised Generation of Multilingual Wikipedia 
Articles

 Student: CHEN Yuncong / ELEC

 Advisor: FUNG Pascale N. / ECE

Multilingual Wikipedia is expected to be a web tool or a browser add-on which will be activated when a 

user searches an entry in Wikipedia. If the user is not satisfied with the content quality delivered by his/her 

preferred version, the tool will generate a new page. The body will be replaced by a high-quality article 

while preserving all existing images and info-boxes in order to achieve the closest resemblance to the page 

format of the best version taken as a template.

The generated version should not be regarded as a literal translation of the template. The building blocks 

for the new article are extracted entirely from the internet based on concept similarity with the template, 

rather than the direct results of a machine translator whose unsurprisingly poor performance at this task 

was the inspiration for the project.

The tool is supposed to support five languages: English, Chinese, French, German and Spanish. To achieve 

language independence, the tool mainly employs statistical natural language processing techniques rather 

than semantic rule-based techniques.

Solar Cells

 Student: LAN Shiting / PHYS

 Advisor: KWOK Hoi Sing / ECE

This semester’s research focuses on two objectives: 1) optimization of the anodize process; 2) exploration 

of the other possible use of porous alumina material – transparent electrode and pattern transfer on to a 

silicon surface for porous silicon fabrication.

Optothermal Manipulation of Microparticles

 Student: LIU Yangyang / ELEC

 Advisor: POON Andrew / ECE

Optical manipulation is a technique for controlling the dynamics of small objects using radiation forces in 

strongly localized optical fields.
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This project aims to develop a new method for coherent manipulation of microparticles in a colloidal 

suspension. Specifically, the strong thermal absorption in water at 1550nm is studied in thermal-assisted 

single Gaussian beam manipulation of polystyrene microparticles in deionized (DI) water. Strong 

thermal-induced effects are demonstrated, including long-range trapping, levitation and segregation of 

microparticles. This indicates the possibility of developing an optothermal manipulation tool that has a 

longer range and is more power efficient than conventional all-optical laser tweezers where visible light is 

typically used.

Full Integration Technology for DC-DC Converters – 
Design Issues

 Student: WANG Lu / ELEC

 Advisor: SIN Johnny / ECE

The most significant advantage of an integrated inductor is that it can reduce the area of a chip. 

Implementing the inductor on the back of the wafer means it does not account for any of the area where 

active devices are located. The typical value of our integrated inductor ranged from 10 – 100 nH. I found 

the area for a discrete inductor to be around 2mm x 2mm, which is actually a large area that can 

accommodate a voltage reference or small amplifier. If we can reduce this area, many more chips can be 

produced. 

With integration, circuits and inductors do not need to be combined at the system level. The full system 

of a DC-DC converter can be produced on one chip.

Thermal-aware Systems-on-Chip Design

 Student: LAI Liangzhen / ELEC

 Advisor: TSUI Chi Ying / ECE

High temperatures can have a significant impact on very large scaling integration (VLSI) systems. First, 

carrier mobility degrades at higher temperatures, resulting in slower devices. Second, leakage power 

escalates due to the exponential increase of sub-threshold current. Third, interconnect resistivity 

increases, leading to worse power-grid IR drops and longer interconnect RC delays, causing performance 

loss and complicating timing and noise analysis. Finally, elevated temperatures can shorten interconnect 

and device life times and package reliability can be severely affected by local hot spots and higher 

temperature gradients. 
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HotSpot is a popular open-source thermal simulator.  Its most recent version supports block models, 2-D 

and 3-D grid models. It employs a multi-grid method for its 3-D grid solver. The model is verified against 

several existing FEM tools such as FreeFEM, ANSYS, FloWorks and some benchmark chips. This project 

mainly focuses on how HotSpot verifies its thermal model.  

Direct Single Diode Solar Cell Model Parameter Extraction 
from I-V Characteristics

 Student: FU Hao / ELEC

 Advisor: WONG Man / ECE

In my previous UROP report, two five-point methods for extraction of single diode solar cell model 

parameters were studied in terms of viability. Parameters associated with the five points, namely Vm, Im, 

Isc, Voc, Rsho and Rso (secondary parameters), were given together with I-V data. However, in real 

applications, only I-V characteristics can be measured from the solar cell. It is therefore important to find 

a way to gain information about these five points directly from I-V characteristics.

This report describes the exact method for obtaining these secondary parameters directly from I-V data. 

The algorithm is also assessed in terms of error between the final reconstructed I-V characteristics and the 

original ones.

Architecture for 3-D Optical Networks-on-Chip for 
Multiprocessor Systems-on-Chip

 Student: HUANG Baihan / ECE

 Advisor: XU Jiang / ECE

Nanoscale CMOS technologies are bringing the concept of networks-on-chip (NoC) to gigascale 

systems-on-chip. However, traditional metallic interconnections face problems of bandwidth, latency and 

power consumption. One promising and burgeoning approach to solve this is the optical 

network-on-chip (ONoC), which is based on optical interconnection and routers, and provides a high 

bandwidth and low latency while consuming very low power. Today, researchers are turning to 3-D 

integration technology since it has many advantages over a 2-D plane structure, including shorter 

interconnection length, a higher integration level and smaller footprint. Merging optical interconnection 

and 3-D technologies will further improve the performance of NoCs. 
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This paper proposes a novel 7x7 optical router for 3-D optical NoCs. The router is strictly non-blocking 

and based on silicon microresonators. It fully utilizes the properties of dimension order routing in a 3-D 

cubic-mesh network and greatly reduces the number of microresonators needed for ONoCs. I compare 

the new router with other microresonator-based routers, and analyze the number of microresonators 

used, the total number of waveguide crossings generated and the maximum number of waveguide 

crossings in all possible routing paths. Results show that the new router has the smallest number of 

microresonators and waveguide crossings. Another useful feature is the power consumption to route a 

packet through the network is a small constant number regardless of the network size when using the 

dimension order routing algorithm. 

Based on the 7x7 optical router, I propose a new 3-D network architecture for ONoCs, which follows 

conventional cubic-mesh topology but is implemented using a novel floor plan. Routers, originally spread 

throughout the 3-D space, are packed into one routing layer. The routing layer’s floor plan is designed to 

minimize the number of extra waveguide crossings generated when merging the router networks to one 

layer. I analyze the number of waveguide crossings for different sizes of networks and create a formula for 

the number of crossings. I also summarize rules for designing the best floor plan.

Integrated Circuit Noise Analysis and Detection

 Student: HU Xiaohao / ECE

 Advisor: YUAN George Jie / ECE

This project involves the design of a flash analog-to-digital converter (ADC), which is used as an integral 

part of an imaging circuit to fulfill the high-speed sampling and quantization requirements of the 

system. Unlike normal ADC, flash ADC usually completes sampling and quantization tasks in one clock 

cycle and therefore needs far more preamplifiers (i.e. 2^n, where n is the quantization resolution) in the 

comparison ladder than normal ADC. However, power minimization dictates the number of 

preamplifiers should be reduced. A method called interpolation is therefore utilized to decrease the 

quantity of preamplifiers and reduce power consumption. 

Integrated Circuit Noise Analysis and Detection

 Student: LIU Rui / ELEC

 Advisor: YUAN George Jie / ECE

An analog-to-digital converter (ADC) is used to digitize a discrete signal. The digitized results depend on 

the quantization levels. Here, the research study requires a 6-bit flash ADC to digitize a voltage signal. In 

this report I present the structure of a traditional flash ADC. This then forms the basis for discussion of a 

modified flash ADC using fewer comparators.
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Study on a 3-D Laser Rangefinder Based on 
SPAD

 Student: YU Yang / ELEC

 Advisor: YUAN George Jie / ECE

Designing a high-resolution system with high-speed sampling involves several parts:  single-photon 

avalanche diode (SPAD), Vernier delay line, and flash analog-to-digital converter (ADC). This study aims 

to design a high-speed 6-bit flash ADC and use it to quantize voltage signals. To show the function of the 

flash ADC, an introduction to traditional flash ADC is given, followed by a discussion of flash ADC.

The Effect of Customer Financing on Operations Planning 
Under Restricted Cash Flows

 Student: YANG Yang / IELM

 Advisor: QI Xiangtong / IELM

While some small businesses resort to expensive financing sources such as Merchant Cash Advances 

(MCA) to tide them over, this study focuses on other ways that innovative entrepreneurs use to raise 

money. In particular, the Wall Street Journal story (5 June 2009) of a small food business owner who 

turned to his local community for help and successfully survived a budget crisis with finance from his 

customers, also his neighbors, offered inspiration to further study the potential of customer financing. By 

turning customers into investors, a business gains not only capital but also expanded market demand, 

both of which require adjustments to operation decisions. The aim here is to generalize the idea of 

customer financing in the manufacturing industry at large and analyze integrated financing and operation 

decisions through this new model.
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Preliminary Design and Concept Validation of a Low-cost 
Respiratory-cardiovascular Biofeedback System

 Student: CHUN Wai Chun / MECH

  FUNG Kwok Cheong / MECH

  LAM Ka Ngai Alexander / MECH

  LAU Chun Kang / MECH

  NG Shing Pan / MECH

 Advisor: LAM David C. C. / MECH

Several experiments have been conducted to explore the relationship between breathing patterns and 

blood pressure. Using these results, we seek to develop a low-cost device to monitor patients and help 

them to control their blood pressure. 

Firstly, it is important to measure breathing. To do so, an accelerometer is used to monitor the patient’s 

spontaneous breathing pattern while an ECG monitors their heart rate. The data are sent to an analyzing 

device, such as a mobile phone, via Bluetooth. Since the optimum breathing pattern varies when activity 

levels change, the analyzing device needs to find the user’s optimum breathing pattern. Then, to teach the 

patient how to adapt to a new breathing pattern, the device will emit an audio signal to let him/her know 

when to breathe in and when to breathe out.

To date, we have developed an ECG monitor and circuit board which can send data to a computer via a 

cable. We have proved an accelerometer can constantly check a patient’s breathing pattern and a program 

based on MATLAB has been developed to discover spontaneous breathing patterns and heart beat rates. 

The next step is to develop a program which can be used by a mobile phone and transmit data by 

Bluetooth. Finally, we will need a program to help the patient adapt to a new breathing pattern.

An Integrated Pressure Control System for Micro-fluidic 
Devices

 Student: KONG Yonglin / MECH

 Advisor: YAO Shuhuai / MECH

The integrated pressure control system was completed ahead of schedule in Phase I.      Phase II explores 

the system’s potential applications, such as fluid velocity measurement, micro-mixing and electrokinetic 

energy conversion. With its ability to accurately control pressure differences, the functionality and 

potential applications for the pressure control system, in particular for micro-fluidic devices, is 

demonstrated.
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Asset-backed Securitization in Industrial Firms

 Student: BIAN Guangchen / BBA

 Advisor: LIU Laura / FINA

This project investigates the reasons for and consequences of industrial firms using asset-backed 

securitizations (ABS).  It finds that ABS firms are larger, highly leveraged, and with less R&D to assets. ABS 

firms experience increasing asset return volatility, decreasing bond rating and increasing total debt ratio. 

Firms with a higher marginal tax rate tend to borrow more using ABS. In addition, ABS firms’ bond 

spread and loan spread increase post-ABS initiation, with ABS spread much lower than bond spread. 

Overall, the results are consistent with Leland’s (2007) model in that firms use ABS to achieve financial 

synergies. However, the study also finds that firms use less ABS post-accounting rule changes and less ABS if it 

has to be consolidated. This suggests that firms also care about account reporting in determining ABS usage. 

Asset-backed Securitization in Industrial Firms

 Student: CHEN Danchen / FINA

 Advisor: LIU Laura / FINA

Over seven months, this study investigated the reasons for and consequences of industrial firms using 

asset-backed securitizations. Findings indicate that ABS firms are larger, highly leveraged, and with less 

R&D to assets. ABS firms experience increasing asset return volatility, decreasing bond rating and 

increasing total debt ratio. Firms with a higher marginal tax rate tend to borrow more using ABS. In 

addition, ABS firms’ bond spread and loan spread increase post-ABS initiation, with ABS spread much 

lower than bond spread. 

Overall, the results are consistent with Leland’s (2007) model in that firms use ABS to achieve financial 

synergies. However, the study also finds that firms use less ABS post-accounting rule changes and less ABS if it 

has to be consolidated. This suggests that firms also care about account reporting in determining ABS usage.

The Effect of Privacy Determinants on Consumer 
Emotions

 Student: WANG Yao / BBA

 Advisor: HUI Kai Lung / ISOM

This paper aims to explore consumers’ emotional responses to perceived privacy determinants and the 

environmental stimulus that could elicit consumers’ privacy concerns, during online data collection 

process. Properties of the information required during data collection and the website’s privacy 
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protection practices are the targeted privacy determinants. Roseman’s appraisal theory is employed to 

assist in understanding consumers’ emotional reactions to the external environment. A discussion follows 

on the experimental hypothesis regarding consumer appraisals of the selected manipulating factors. The 

paper closes with some suggestions for future research and a brief conclusion.

Financial Risk Management

 Student: CHAN Ka Shing / FINA

 Advisor: SO Mike K. P. / ISOM

In BASEL II, financial risk is divided into three main components: market risk, credit risk, and operational 

risk. In this research project, the focus is on measurement of operational risk. Methodologies of the Loss 

Distribution Approach, the most popular approach to model operational risk, are summarized by a 

review of academic papers and working papers by regulatory agencies. The study also includes parameter 

estimation of the Generalized Extreme Value Distribution (GEV) using IBM equity data.

Forecasting Intraday Value at Risk with Application to 
Hong Kong Stocks

 Student: XU Rui / ECOF

 Advisor: SO Mike K. P. / ISOM

With the increase in electronic trading systems, day-trading, once exclusive to floor-traders, is now 

available to all investors. Consequently, daily risk management is no longer adequate for day traders, 

market makers or other highly active market agents. This study’s objective is to construct models to 

perform accurate intraday Value at Risk (VaR) forecasting, based on 29 Hang Seng Index (HSI) 

constituent stocks on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange.

By Fall 2009, major research progress included extension of the analysis from eight to 29 HSI constituent 

stocks; parameter estimation of 15 GARCH-type models; a more comprehensive forecast performance 

evaluation of 15 models; and revision of the working paper.

The concept of 30-minute Intraday Value at Risk (IVaR) has been introduced and 15 econometric models 

constructed to estimate one-period-ahead volatility. All 15 models have been applied to empirical data of 

the 29 constituent stocks to assess their performance in forecasting one-period-ahead IVaR at four 

confidence levels. 
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